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The Historical Collections Division (HCD) of CIA’s Information Management 

Services is responsible for executing the Agency’s Historical Review Program. 

This program seeks to identify, collect, and review for possible release to the 

public documents of significant historical importance. The mission of HCD is to: 

• Promote 

foundation of major US policy decisions. 

• Broaden access to lessons learned, presenting historical 

material to emphasize the scope and context of past actions. 

• Improve current decision-making and analysis by facilitating 

reflection on the impacts and effects arising from past decisions. 

• Uphold Agency leadership commitments to openness, while 

protecting the national security interests of the US. 

• Provide the American public with valuable insight into the 

workings of the Government. 

an accurate, objective understanding of the 

information and intelligence that has helped shape the 

The History Staff in the CIA Center for the Study of Intelligence fosters 

understanding of the Agency's history and its relationship to today's intelligence 

challenges by communicating instructive historical insights to the CIA workforce, 

other US Government agencies, and the public. CIA historians research topics 

on all aspects of Agency activities and disseminate their knowledge through 

publications, courses, briefings, and Web-based products. They also work with 

other Intelligence Community historians on publication and education projects that 

highlight interagency approaches to intelligence issues. Lastly, the CIA History 

Staff conducts an ambitious program of oral history interviews that are invaluable for 

preserving institutional memories that are not captured in the documentary record. 
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LIBRARY AND MUSEUM 
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The Harry S. Truman Library and Museum was established to preserve and make 

available the papers, books, artifacts and other historical materials of the 33rd 

President of the United States for purposes of research, education, and exhibition. 

The Truman Library, the nation’s second Presidential Library, was dedicated on 

July 6, 1957. Its archives have 15,000,000 pages of manuscript materials, of 

which about half are President Truman’s papers. The Library contains an extensive 

audiovisual collection of still pictures, audio recordings, motion pictures and video 

tape recordings. The Library has available for research hundreds of transcripts 

of oral history interviews with President Truman’s family, friends, and associates. 

The museum’s collection consists of approximately 30,000 objects, including 

hundreds of Truman family possessions, political memorabilia, and diplomatic gifts. 

Through its public programs, the Library reaches a diverse audience of people and 

organizations by sponsoring conferences and research seminars, by conducting 

special tours of the Library's museum for school classes and educational groups, 

and through a wide range of other activities. The Library’s education department 

sponsors teacher workshops, and prepares activities and lesson plans for 

elementary and secondary students. The White House Decision Center gives 

students a first-hand look at President Truman’s decisions concerning civil rights, 

the Korean War, the Berlin Airlift, and the ending of the war against Japan. 

The Truman Library is supported, in part, by the Harry S. Truman Library Institute, 

its not-for-profit partner. The Institute promotes, through educational and community 

programs, a greater appreciation and understanding of American politics and 

government, history and culture, and public service, as exemplified by Harry Truman. 

333333 

The Eisenhower Presidential Library and Museum is an international institution where 

visitors can learn about the only five-star general to become President of the United 

States. The 22-acre site features five buildings, which are open daily from 9:00 

a.m.-4:45 p.m., except Thanksgiving, Christmas and New Years Day. By exploring 

all there is to see on our campus, visitors will have the opportunity to understand the 

life of the man, the hero, and the leader of the Free World – Dwight D. Eisenhower. 

Our mission is the preservation of the historical papers, audiovisual materials, 

and artifacts relating to Eisenhower and his times. We strive to make this history 

accessible to the general public, students and teachers, scholars, and interested 

visitors through public programs, exhibits, educational materials, and online resources. 
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The Korean War erupted less than three years after President Harry 

S. Truman signed the National Security Act of 1947, establishing the 

Central Intelligence Agency. Before North Korean forces invaded the 

South on 25 June 1950, the CIA had only a few officers in Korea, and 

none reported to the Agency’s analytic arm, the Office of Research and 

Estimates (ORE). Analytical production relating to Korea reflected the 

generally low priority given the region by the Truman Administration’s 

State Department and the military services. Indeed, most ORE current 

intelligence products, such as the Daily Summary, Weekly Summary, 

and Review of the World Situation, contained information derived 

from State Department and military reporting, usually supplemented 

with open source media material from domestic and foreign sources. 

New information or unique CIA contributions only rarely entered the 

mix. The Daily Summary, for example, which was intended primarily 

for President Truman, consisted of a highly selective digest of all 

dispatches and reports received on any given day from government 

sources. From 1947 on, in response to customer demands, the Daily 

began to include CIA interpretive comments, although they were not 

extensive. All members of the National Security Council, plus principal 

officers in the State Department and Pentagon, received the Daily, as 

they did the later Weekly Summary. The Review of the World Situation, 

which first appeared one week before the founding of the CIA, differed 

from the summaries as it was somewhere between current intelligence 

— published uncoordinated each month and brought up to date as 

of publication — and estimative intelligence. Written primarily for the 

NSC, the Review did not initially circulate beyond that small group. 

Truman did not attend NSC meetings until after the North Korean 

invasion, and he favored the smaller Daily and Weekly Summary, so it 

is doubtful the Review routinely came to his attention. By May 1948, 

however, copies of the Review did reach a minimum of 24 military 

and government offices, including the White House. Wider distribution, 

however, did not necessarily indicate the Review or the summaries had 

a wider readership or that government and military decision makers 

responded to the intelligence they contained by changing policies or 

formulating new courses of action. 

The Korean War and the 
Central Intelligence Agency 

Dr. Clayton Laurie, Center for 
the Study of Intelligence 

CIA Report ing on Korea,  1948-1950 
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Critics of ORE analysis before and after 1950 have noted the lack of 

any predictive estimates or other “actionable” indications and warning 

intelligence that would have allowed US policymakers to act on Korean 

events before they reached the crisis stage. Yet CIA analysts did report 

frequently on Korea in the prewar years, although from a perspective 

that highlighted the Soviet Union’s involvement and saw Far Eastern 

events as the result of Soviet machinations and grand designs for world 

domination. Given the American adherence to the concept of a monolithic 

world communist movement controlled from the Kremlin, it is perhaps 

understandable that CIA viewed Korean events as just one of many 

fronts in the Cold War, closely interrelated with other Soviet-induced 

crises but not of any greater importance. While analysts accurately 

and consistently reported current intelligence, the reports did not 

emphasize that the Korean situation represented anything extraordinary 

beyond routine Soviet mischief-making and proxy-sponsored “tests” of 

American resolve. ORE reporting from 1947 through 1950 did provide 

many ominous predictions and indicated possibilities of future crises, 

yet in a world menaced by communists everywhere, its reporting on 

Korea did not stand out: 

• As early as the 18 September 1947 edition of the Review 

of the World Situation, ORE reported the Soviet military 

threat in Korea as part of general Kremlin-orchestrated 

subversion worldwide. 

• In December of that year, the Review noted Soviet efforts 

to establish a communist regime in North Korea, attempts 

to force a US withdrawal from the south, the emergence of 

a rightwing political party under Syngman Rhee, and UN 

efforts to bring about elections. 

• On 12 February 1948, the Review covered the run-up 

to elections and cited Korean nationalist frustration with 

UN and US delays in arranging prompt polling, while 

also stating that given the general instability it “seems 

improbable that any South Korean Government can 

maintain its independence after a US withdrawal.” 

• The next month, CIA reported the likelihood that two 

mutually hostile regimes would appear in Korea, with the 

southern one unlikely to survive. 

In addition, reporting from this period foretold that after the US and 

Soviet Union withdrew their military forces from the peninsula, the USSR 

would “permit the Korean People’s Army to overrun the peninsula.” 

After the 1948 elections, ORE reported bitter political rivalries in the 

south and continued Soviet interference. The CIA consistently reported 

the need for a continued US military presence until the southern regime 

created an adequate security force. Throughout 1948 and into 1949, 

ORE warned of potential negative consequences for Korea from the civil 

war in China, particularly as Communist military successes began to 

foreshadow a Nationalist defeat and possible ramifications of a cut in 

US military and financial aid. 
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on 28 February 1949, the CIA produced only four other estimates 

related to Korean events before the June 1950 invasion. While Korea 

did receive mention in other estimates, such as ORE 45-49 of 16 

June 1949, entitled “Probable Developments in China,” which said 

Communist Chinese successes would likely result in increased military 
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Starting in 1949, CIA reporting on the potential for war in Korea 

became more explicit, especially as proposals for withdrawing 

American forces came closer to reality. The 28 February Review of 

the World Situation stated, “. . . it is doubtful if the Republic could 

survive a withdrawal of US troops in the immediate future.” In the 

absence of a US military presence, “it is highly probable that northern 

Korean alone, or northern Koreans assisted by other Communists, 

would invade southern Korea and subsequently call upon the USSR 

for assistance. Soviet control or occupation of Southern Korea would 

be the result.” The Review continued: 

Withdrawal of US forces from Korea in the spring of 1949 would 

probably in time be followed by an invasion, timed to coincide 

with Communist-led South Korean revolts, by the North Korean 

People’s Army possibly assisted by small battle-trained units 

from Communist Manchuria…. In contrast, continued presence 

in Korea of a moderate US force would not only discourage the 

threatened invasion but would assist in sustaining the will and 

ability of the Koreans themselves to resist any future invasion 

once they had the military force to do so and, by sustaining the 

new Republic, maintain US prestige in the Far East. 

While the Departments of State, Navy, and Air Force concurred with this 

assessment, the Intelligence Division of the Department of the Army, 

reflecting the long held goal of the service favoring the withdrawal of its 

forces from Korea, dissented from the majority view. The Army stated 

that it considered an invasion a possibility rather than a probability 

with any remaining US military presence being “only a relatively minor 

psychological contribution to the stability of the Republic of Korea.” 

When the ORE assessment appeared, the US military force already had 

decreased from 40,000 to a mere 8,000 men, who returned to Japan 

in June 1949. 

In the spring and summer of 1950, ORE reports reaching American 

military headquarters in Japan and top policymaking circles in 

Washington indicated the possibility of trouble ahead in Korea, although 

these assessments were based on vague military and State Department 

information. On 13 January 1950, CIA noted a “continuing southward 

movement of the expanding Korean People’s Army toward the thirty-

eighth parallel,” and their acquisition of heavy equipment and armor, 

but like others, ORE did not see an invasion as imminent. Throughout 

June, the Review contained little information that could be termed 

indications and warning of a pending North Korean attack. 

ORE also produced occasional estimates that were coordinated with 

the Intelligence Advisory Committee (IAC) in the three years before the 

Korean War. Yet between the appearance of ORE 5/1, entitled “The 

Situation in Korea,” on 3 January 1947, and ORE 3-49, entitled 

“Consequences of US Troop Withdrawal from Korea in Spring 1949,” 



elimination of the southern Republic of Korea and the unification of the 

Korean peninsula under Communist domination.” Y 

a massing of North Korean forces, including tanks and heavy artillery 

along the 38th parallel and the evacuation of civilians from these areas, 

the situation on the peninsula had not signifi 

described in earlier estimates or current intelligence reporting. 

At 4:00 a.m. on Sunday, 25 June 1950 (Saturday 

United States), North Korean troops, supported by tanks, heavy artillery 

and aircraft, crossed the 38th parallel and invaded South Korea. 

Notified at his home in Independence, Missouri, by Secretary of State 

Acheson, who had received a communication from the US Ambassador 

in Seoul, President Truman instructed the secretary of state to contact 

the United Nations and returned to Washington. In the days following 

the outbreak of war, ORE’s Far Eastern/Pacifi 

Highlights noted, “all other Far Eastern developments . . . paled in 

comparison to the unexpected Communist invasion of southern Korea,” 

and predicted on 27 June that “it is doubtful whether cohesive southern 

Korean resistance will continue beyond the next 24 hours.” Intelligence 

Memorandum No. 300 issued on 28 June for DCI Hillenkoetter asserted 

that the invasion “was undoubtedly undertaken at Soviet direction” 

and with Soviet material support with the objective of the “elimination 

of the last remaining anti-Communist bridgehead on the mainland of 

northern Asia. At President Truman’s request, ORE began preparing a 

Daily Korean Summary that reported military developments and related 
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monitor and report on Korean events. 

Seeing the invasion as a Soviet orchestrated move heralding possible 

aggressions elsewhere, President Truman authorized US naval and air 

operations against North Korea within forty-eight hours of the invasion, 

as US personnel evacuated Seoul and Inchon for the safety of Japan. 

Truman then activated military reserve components in the United States 
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and economic aid to the North Korea regime, the focus of the estimate 

still remained on Chinese activities and Soviet influence in the region. 

It was not until the spring of 1950 that ORE produced another estimate 

specifically on Korea, appearing one week prior to the invasion. ORE 

18-50, entitled “Current Capabilities of the Northern Korean Regime,” 

and dated 19 June, contained information available to the Agency as 

of 15 May. The estimate declared North Korea a “firmly controlled 

Soviet satellite that exercises no independent initiative,” possessing a 

military superiority over the south, and being fully capable of pursuing 

“its main external aim of extending control over southern Korea.” 

While recognizing the “the present program of propaganda, infiltration, 

sabotage, subversion, and guerrilla operations against southern Korea,” 

war did not appear imminent. “The ultimate local objective of the Soviet 

Union and of the northern Korean regime,” the estimate noted, “is the 
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and called on the UN to proclaim the North Korean attack a breach of 

world peace and assist the beleaguered Republic of Korea (ROK). Two 

days later the president committed US ground forces to the Korean 

peninsula under General MacArthur, who assumed command of all UN 

forces on 7 July. Within 24 hours of the presidential order, the first US 

troops arrived in Korea, joined during the next month by the first multi-

national contingents from an eventual 21 countries. 

The force of the North Korea onslaught and the relative lack of 

preparedness of the 95,000 members of the ROK armed forces prompted 

a quick retreat south. Seoul fell on 30 June, followed by Inchon on 3 

July, Suwon on 4 July, and Taejon on 20 July. On 30 July, Communist 

forces had pushed the remnants of the ROK army and the remaining US 

forces to the toe of the peninsula around the port city of Pusan, where 

they prepared for a last stand. Reinforcements were heading for Korea 

from around the globe, but the prevailing attitude among many in the 

American public, in the Truman White House, and in the CIA was that a 

catastrophic and humiliating defeat may be just days away. 

Change of Command at CIA — DCI Walter B. Smith
Change of Command at CIA—DCI 
Walter B. Smith 

When the NSC met in the days following the Korean invasion to decide 

on a response, neither DCI Hillenkoetter nor any other high CIA official 

was in attendance. The Korean invasion was widely regarded as an 

intelligence failure, and because of its role as the nation’s intelligence 

service, the CIA bore the blame. Although Hillenkoetter claimed that the 

Agency had warned the president, the NSC, the secretaries of state and 

defense and others, as late as 20 June “that preparations for invasion 

were in high tempo,” the lack of a definitive prediction and clear 

warning prompted President Truman to change the Agency’s leadership 

as a necessary first step toward reform. Even though Hillenkoetter had 

indicated his desire to retire in May, it took until 21 August 1950 for 

Truman to announce the appointment of Lt. Gen. Walter Bedell Smith 

as the next DCI. Smith was a career staff officer who had served as 

Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower’s chief of staff at the Supreme Allied 

Headquarters (SHAEF) during World War II. He was a proven manager, 

known for getting results, who immediately saw the need to implement 

a far-reaching reorganization of CIA offices as well as reforms of its 

processes and procedures. 

Although he received overwhelming Senate confirmation on 28 August, 

Smith was recovering from surgery to treat chronic ulcers and did not 

take office as DCI until 7 October. During the transition period, the 

analytical offices of the CIA continued to operate as before, providing 

a daily summary of events in Korea, to include both a military situation 

report as well as a brief summary of world events. Even before his arrival, 

Smith took the opportunity to read the various internal reports on CIA’s 

alleged weaknesses as well as to reflect on the Agency’s larger role 

as the nation’s primary intelligence organization. Smith saw the CIA’s 

allegedly poor performance as related to both growing pains, a lack of 

budget and personnel, and equally poor organization and coordination. 
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At his first meeting with the NSC on 12 October, he announced 

intentions to implement reforms including realigning intelligence 

production, reforming the IAC, integrating collection responsibilities, 

regrouping support staffs, and strengthening coordination mechanisms. 

Smith immediately restored the IAC to its intended place as the 

principal forum for discussing interagency problems, and jurisdictional 

conflicts, and as the final review committee for national intelligence 

estimates. The new DCI became an early and vocal proponent of the 

CIA on Capitol Hill and at the White House. Smith pushed for massive 

budget increases to finance the rebuilding of the organization, for hiring 

thousands more intelligence officers, and for funding more operations, 

not just in support of war in Korea but worldwide. Yet the recommended 

reforms Smith sought, which promised to transform CIA from a small 

organization into a large and effective intelligence agency, required 

time, and events in Korea would give all concerned an increased sense 

of urgency. 

Anticipating Victory 

The CIA’s change in leadership and announcement of organizational 

restructuring came amid growing optimism within the Truman 

Administration and among military commanders in Korea that the 

United Nations was on the cusp of victory. During August and September 

1950, growing numbers of UN forces defended the Pusan perimeter 

against North Korean attempts to push them from the peninsula. Yet 

during this time as well, the Pusan perimeter transformed from what 

had been a position of a probable desperate last stand into a mightily 

reinforced bridgehead where UN forces stood poised by mid-September 

to take the offensive against what were now exhausted North Korean 

troops. Then, on 15 September, in a brilliant tactical maneuver, UN 

forces launched an amphibious assault far behind North Korean lines 

at the port city of Inchon, north of Seoul. Meanwhile, on 16 September, 

the long-awaited United Nations offensive out of Pusan began. In days, 

resistance collapsed, and Communist forces began a hasty retreat north. 

UN forces liberated Seoul on 28 September, and by 1 October, North 

Koreans were retreating across the 38th parallel. On 27 September, 

MacArthur received authorization to cross the parallel to destroy all 

Communist forces and to continue his advance so long as no signs 

existed of actual or impending Chinese or Soviet intervention, and with 

the understanding that only ROK troops should fight in the provinces 

bordering Manchuria and Siberia (an instruction he ignored). On 2 

October, the CIA reported that ROK forces crossed the 38th parallel; 

US forces followed one week later. In a meeting with President Truman 

on Wake Island on 15 October, MacArthur assured the president the 

North Korean regime faced imminent defeat and the war would be over 

by Christmas. 

Anticipating Victory 



Chinese intervention appeared on 8 July.  

order Chinese overt or covert participation in the war. Again on 19 July, 

capabilities to intervene but indicated that China would not enter unless 

the USSR ordered it. On 16 August, ORE repeated the warning that 

China had the military capability to intervene in Korea, while a situation 

summary of 1 September predicted that “the stage has been set for some 

form of Chinese Communist intervention or participation in the Korean 

appears imminent.” The following week, an Intelligence Memorandum 

of 8 September entitled “Probability of Direct Chinese Communist 
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The Chinese Intervention and CIA Reporting 

of battle details’. Also included in OSO’s listing of reports are 

seven ‘indications based on Chinese Communist commercial 

ar” and that “some form or armed assistance to the North Koreans 

Intervention in Korea” reported that while no direct evidence existed 

to indicate that China would enter the conflict, “limited covert Chinese 

The Chinese Intervention and 
CIA Reporting 
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The belief within the Truman Administration that the USSR orchestrated 

both the Korean War and communist movements worldwide prompted 

early concern at the CIA that the North Korean invasion would soon 

lead Moscow to order Beijing to intervene. While China received direct 

ORE attention during the years of the civil war in all political, military, 

and economic respects, the initial reports concerning possible Chinese 

intervention in the first month of the Korean war remained ambiguous. 

Yet between July and November 1950, CIA produced several hundred 

reports from various sources bearing on a possible Chinese intervention. 

ORE alone produced ten Intelligence Memorandums for DCIs 

Hillenkoetter and Smith between 10 July and 9 November speaking of 

Chinese intentions. In addition, human intelligence reporting, as well as 

radio broadcasts from the USSR, China, and other Far East locations, 

monitored by the CIA’s Foreign Broadcast Information Service from early 

October onward, indicated an increased likelihood that China may become 

involved militarily. Press reports appearing in Hong Kong, Shanghai, 

Tokyo, Bangkok, and Hanoi told of Chinese troop movements, material 

and medical acquisitions, and public and private pronouncements of 

PRC leaders indicating possible moves towards direct participation. The 

Far East Command and Washington policymakers received these reports 

within days of their arrival through IAC channels. Indeed, one later CIA 

History Staff assessment reported that: 

Among OSO’s [Office of Special Operations] intelligence reports 

were some 554 reports disseminated during the critical period 

July – November 1950. According to the OSO’s summary in 

April 1951 ‘a considerable number of reports derived from 

Chinese sources . . . trace the movement of Chinese CommunistChCChinneese sssourcec ss 

military forces northwards into Manchuria and towards themim lil tary fforcec s n 
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Communist assistance to the North Korean invaders, including the 

provision of individual soldiers, is assumed to be in progress at present.” 

This memorandum reported an “increasing Chinese Communist build-

up of military strength in Manchuria, coupled with the known potential 

in that area, make it clear that intervention in Korea is well within 

immediate Chinese Communist capabilities. Moreover, recent Chinese 

Communist accusations regarding US ‘aggression’ and ‘violation of the 

Manchurian border’ may be stage-setting for an imminent overt move.” 

The report detailed that potentially 400,000 Communist soldiers had 

already massed in Manchuria or would soon arrive there. 

In the week after the Inchon landing, and as North Korean armies 

crumbled, the Chinese leadership gave no indication that events on the 

peninsula would prompt a military reaction. Indeed, the lack of Chinese 

activity lulled many into a false sense of security. If China hoped to 

intervene decisively to prevent a North Korean collapse, the reasoning 

went, they had missed the opportunity to do so. Nonetheless, the CIA 

continued to address Chinese capabilities and the possibility of some 

outside communist intervention in the war. The ORE Review on 20 

September expressed the idea that while both the USSR and Chinese 

had the capability to intervene, their likely covert response would involve 

the provision of Chinese Communist “volunteers” for integration into 

North Korean combat units. The Communist forces currently massed 

on the Manchurian border, ORE warned, “could enter the battle and 

materially change its course at any time.” As late as 12 October 1950, 

however, ORE 58-50 “Threat of full Chinese Communist Intervention 

in Korea” stated the contrary. “Despite statements by Chou-En-Lai, 

troop movements to Manchuria, and propaganda charges of atrocities 

and border violations . . . there are no convincing indications of an 

actual Chinese Communist intention to resort to full-scale intervention 

in Korea,” and “such action is not probable in 1950.” “From a military 

standpoint, the most favorable time for intervention in Korea had 

passed.” ORE 58-50, with a cover memorandum from DCI Smith, went 

directly to President Truman, then preparing for his first meeting face-

to-face with General MacArthur at Wake Island. An 18 October Review 

of the World Situation repeated the assertion passed a week earlier to 

the president. 

A week before Pyongyang fell on 19 October, more than 30,000 Chinese 

Communist troops crossed the Yalu River into Korea, followed by another 

150,000 by the end of the month. These troops first engaged ROK and 

US forces on 25 October during the start of their “First Phase Offensive” 

that lasted for one week until ending abruptly on 2 November. During 

this opening phase, and over the course of several days through late 

October, both ROK and US forces captured and interrogated some 25 

soldiers identified as being Chinese. In a memorandum for the president 

on 1 November, DCI Smith reported to Truman that in addition to fresh 

North Korean troops, “it has been clearly established that Chinese 

Communist troops are also opposing UN forces. Present field estimates 

are that between 15,000 and 20,000 Chinese Communist troops 

organized into task force units are operating in North Korea while their 

parent units remain in Manchuria.” While Smith remained unclear 

as to whether Chinese forces were intervening directly in combat or 

were simply protecting hydroelectric plants along the Yalu River as he 
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CIA’s Reorganization under Smith 

the position of the DCI relative to the departmental intelligence 

components; and the need to define CIA’s research and analysis 

CIA’s Reorganization under Smith 

had indicated to the president a week earlier, the fact remained that 

Chinese forces had entered Korea. NIE 2, published only one week 

later on 8 November, upped the estimated number of Chinese troops 

in Korea to some 40,000, who were now engaging UN troops at various 

points from 30 to 100 miles south of the Yalu River. The “present 

Chinese Communist troop strength in Manchuria,” the report stated, 

“is estimated at 700,000” of which “as many as 350,000 troops” 

could be made available “within 30 to 60 days for sustained ground 

operations in Korea.” The immediate cause of the Chinese intervention, 

the report maintained, “appears to have been the crossing of the 38th 

parallel by US forces and the consequent swift collapse of North Korean 

resistance.” By mid-month, as reflected in the 15 November Review 

of the World Situation, the fact that Chinese Communist forces were 

engaged in Korea seemed to have gained acceptance within the CIA, if 

not in the entire US government. 

During the first weeks of November 1950, the Chinese infiltrated an 

additional 300,000 troops into North Korea to support the remaining 

65,000 soldiers of the North Korea army. Although CIA and US Army 

intelligence officers in Korea and at Far East Command headquarters 

in Tokyo uncovered increased evidence that Chinese troops had already 

entered and engaged in Korea, and that Chinese rhetoric concerning 

intervention may not be just propaganda, MacArthur renewed his 

offensive towards the Yalu on 24 November, predicting it as the war’s 

last offensive. On that same day, NIE 2/1 entitled “Chinese Communist 

Intervention in Korea” appeared, a coordinated estimate with CIA, State, 

Army, Navy, and Air Force concurrence based on intelligence gathered 

as of 15 November. Reflecting the lack of consensus about the nature 

of the Chinese Communist involvement, the NIE concluded, “available 

evidence is not conclusive whether or not the Chinese Communists are 

as yet committed to a full-scale offensive effort.” The next day, 25 

November, however, upwards of 300,000 Communist Chinese forces 

counterattacked in their “Second Phase Offensive,” sending UN troops 

reeling under the massive assault. Communist China had fully entered 

the war. On 28 November, President Truman remarked, “The Chinese 

have come in with both feet.” In a cable to the President, MacArthur 

described the dire tactical situation as US and ROK troops retreated 

toward the eastern North Korean coast and south, stating, “We now face 

an entirely different war.” 

In the wake of the now-much wider Korean War, the CIA continued to 

reorganize. Although Smith’s reforms and reorganizations affected all 

parts of the Agency, perhaps nowhere did they have as much impact 

as in the Agency’s analytical offices. Smith identified three major areas 

for improvement in the execution of CIA’s mission: the need to insure 

consistent, systematic production of estimates; the need to strengthen 
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function. At his first meeting with the IAC on 20 October, Smith noted 

that the CIA had the primary responsibility for insuring that surprise or 

intelligence failure did not jeopardize national security—as happened 

at Pearl Harbor or with the outbreak of the Korean War. In addition, the 

CIA had to consolidate and coordinate the best intelligence opinion in 

the country based on all available information. Smith stated that the 

national intelligence estimates produced by the CIA should command 

respect throughout the government, and to make sure this came to past, 

he announced the formation of the Office of National Estimates (ONE). 

He appointed as its chief former OSS Research and Analysis Branch 

veteran Walter Langer, who took office on 13 November 1950, five days 

after the appearance of NIE 2, and two weeks before NIE 2/1 addressed 

prospects for Chinese intervention. While Smith envisioned an operation 

of 1,000 people, Langer prevailed in his proposal for a smaller office to 

consist of a group of senior officers, never more than 50 in number, who 

came from a variety of academic and scholarly backgrounds. ONE would 

have two parts, one composed of analysts who would draft the estimate, 

and a board of seniors who would review and coordinate the finished 

estimate with other departments. The process change insured that the 

ONE final product benefited from coordination with all interested parties. 

After November 1950, ONE could approach other intelligence agencies 

and government departments directly, reaching out to counterparts for 

an interchange of ideas and information. Smith also insured that the IAC 

would perform a final review process with each NIE before it advanced to 

the policymaker. ONE would also create a list of intelligence issues for 

requirements always received the Agency’s attention and policymakers 

never lacked up-to-date assessments. Between 1950 and 1952, ONE’s 

collection and frequent analytical reporting to guarantee that standing 

major effort was dominated by production of estimates related to the 

Korean War, particularly those involving analyses of Soviet intentions. 

The formation of ONE signaled the final demise of ORE. A new office 

created on 13 November 1950, named the Office of Research and 

Reports (ORR), picked up older ORE functions while redefining the 

CIA’s intelligence production mission. As originally configured, ORR 

consisted of the Basic, Geographic, and Strategic Divisions brought 

over from ORE, and new Economic Services, Materials, Industrial, 

and Economic Analysis Divisions. Basic Intelligence had no research 

function and served as a coordinating and editing staff in charge of the 

National Intelligence Surveys or country surveys. The Maps Division 

consisted of geographers and cartographers, unique to the federal 

government since the days of OSS, who provided a service of common 

concern, while the Economic Research Area became the focus of the 

CIA’s analytical effort primarily examining the USSR. ORR products, 

unlike those of ONE, served the needs of senior and mid-level officials. 

The fact that ORR came into existence at the height of the Korean War 

when all federal departments needed intelligence services insured that 

the office would grow in size and influence, a trend that did not end with 

the Korean Armistice in 1953. 
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Under Smith, ONE took on a current intelligence reporting function on 

15 November 1950 by forming a Current Intelligence Staff responsible 

for all-source coverage in a Daily Summary, with a 24-hour watch 

service, provisions for handling “hot information,” and the creation and 

maintenance of a situation room. On 12 January 1951, the Current 

Intelligence Staff combined with the much smaller Office of Special 

Services to form the Office of Current Intelligence. The new OCI 

continued to produce the Daily Summary and Daily Digest, as well as 

the Current Intelligence Bulletin and the Current Intelligence Review. 

During the war, OCI turned out two daily publications on events in 

Korea. Divided into four regional offices, OCI included a Far Eastern 

office that promised better current reporting on Korean War events. 

Although controversy over the intelligence “failures” in Korea continued 

through the spring of 1951, involving General MacArthur among many 

other top US government military, diplomatic, and intelligence officials 

who were called to testify before Congress, the CIA continued refining 

its collection and analytical processes as the war itself stalemated. 

The wholesale reorganization of CIA analytical activities, both within the 

Agency itself and within the wider intelligence and defense community, 

prompted DCI Smith to create the Deputy Directorate of Intelligence 

(DI). The DI would serve as the overall organization for analytical 

activities within the CIA. Veteran analyst Loftus Becker became the 

first Deputy Director for Intelligence on 2 January 1952. The new 

directorate contained six offices — all overt — the Office of Collection 

and Dissemination, the Office of Scientific Intelligence, the Office of 

National Estimates, the Office of Research and Reports, the Office of 

Current Intelligence, and the Office of Intelligence Coordination. The 

addition of another group, the Office of Operations, completed the CIA’s 

analytical overhaul in late February 1952. The analytical capabilities 

of CIA continued to grow in quality, respect, budget and personnel 

through the remainder of the Korean War and by December 1953, the 

Directorate of Intelligence contained some ten times the number of 

trained analysts as had existed in June 1950. 

To read this article in its entirety, please refer to the “Estimates 
and Misc.” folder, “CSI Articles” subfolder, on the DVD. 
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WAR 
TIMELINE OF 

MAJOR 

Juflj _ _Au9ujl 
At Potsdam 

Conference, Allies 
agree to partition of 

Korean Peninsula. 

! October 
US-USSR Joint Commission 

established at the Moscow 
Conference of Foreign 
Ministers to administer 

divided Korea. 

Song 
appointed 
Prime 
Minister 
of North 
Korea, 
claims 
jurisdiction over 
entire peninsula. 

15 August 
Government of 

South Korea under 
President Rhee 

formally assumes 
power from US 

military. 

1-3 August 
UN and South Korean 
forces establish Pusan 

Perimeter. 

*19 July 
President Truman 
addresses nation 
regarding Korean 

situation. 
29 July 

"Stand or Die" order 
issued by US Eighth Army 

Commander. 

* 15 September 
UN forces stage 

•• amphibious landing at Inchon, 
eventually forcing North 
Korean troops back across the 
38th Parallel. 

• *29 September 
General MacArthur and South 
Korean President Rhee enter 
Seoul. 

• • • • • • • • • • • 
• 
• 29 June 
• last US troops 

25 Junee _____ __. 

• depart South Korea. 

*8 April 
President Truman 

orders withdrawal of 
US troops from south. 

• 
• 
• 
• 

US forms 
500-strong Korean 

Military Advisory 
Group. 

North Korea launches invasion of 
South; UN Security Council demands 

North Korea return to border. 
*26 June 9 October 

President Truman address to nation 
on North Korean violation of border . 

*27 June 
President Truman statement on 

situation in Korea . 
*30 June 

President Truman commits US 
troops to enforce UN Security 

UN forces launch assault 
•• across 38th Parallel in 

attempt to re-unify Korea. 
14 October 

• 
10 May • 
Syngman 
Rhee wins 
election in 
southern 
zone. 

* 12 January 

US Secretary of State 
Acheson 1n speech to 

the National P.ress Club 

.. 
Council demand . 

Communist Chinese forces 
cross Yalu River to support 
North Ko 
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NOVEMBER 

*1-6 November 
Chinese forces launch 
"First-Phase" offensive. 
26-30 November 
UN forces begin general 
retreat. 
30 Nov-11 December 
US 1st Marine Division 
breaks out of 
encirclement at Chasin 
Reservoir, rejoins main 
UN forces. 

3 January e 
Chinese and North 

Korean forces renew 

~ cks, overrun 

Jill{ Seool. 

6-31 March 
UN forces launch 
Operation Ripper. 

18 March 
UN forces re-take 

Seoul. 

13 June 
UN forces halt 

counterattacks , form 
Main Line of 

Resistance as 
armistice talks begin. 

Lines remain largely 
static for rest of war. 

't0Ju~ 
Peace talks 
begin at 
Kaesong. 

3 January 
Communists 
reject POW 

exchange 
proposal. 

1 • *23 August 
1 _J Communists I 
I 

brnako ... f_f _ta_lk_s_. __ _. 

Peace 
talks 

resume. 

*11 April 
President Truman 
relieves General 
MacArthur. 

27 November 
Peace talks 
continue at 
Panmunjom. 

*4 December 
President-elect 
"EisMhCJINer begins visit to 
war zone. 

30 March 
Peace talks resume 
at Panmunjom. 

. ,,.. 

,,.. '18 Jun<>l 
South Korea 

releases 
thousands of 

North Korean 
POWs who refuse 

repatriation, 
sparking 

Communist 
walk-out.of peace 

talks . 

i 
*4 September • 
Repatriation of POWs 
begins at Panmunjom . 

I 

*10 July 
Peace talks resume. 
*27 July 
Cease-fire signed 
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UNCLASSIFIED 

Perceptions an~ Reality 

Two Strategic Intelligence Mistakes in Korea, 1950 
P. K. Rose 

On 25 June 1950, the North Korean People's Army of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK) 
swept across the 38th parallel and came close to uniting the Korean peninsula under the Communist regime of 
Kim Il-sung. American military and civilian leaders were caught by surprise, and only the intercession of poorly 
trained and equipped US garrison troops from Japan managed to halt the North Korean advance at a high price 
in American dead and wounded. Four months later, the Chinese Peoples Liberation Army (PLA) intervened in 
massive numbers as American and UN forces pushed the North Koreans back across the 38th parallel. US 
military and civilian leaders were again caught by surprise, and another costly price was paid in American 
casualties. 

Two strategic intelligence blunders within six months: yet the civilian and military leaders involved were all 
products of World War II, when the attack on Pearl Harbor had clearly demonstrated the requirement for 
intelligence collection and analysis. The answers to why it happened are simple, and they hold lessons that are 
relevant today. 

The role of intelligence in America's national security is often misunderstood. Intelligence information has to 
exist within the greater context of domestic US political perception. With the defeat of Japan, our historically 
isolationist nation moved quickly to look inward again. The armed forces were immediately reduced in number, 
defense spending was cut dramatically, and intelligence resources met a similar fate. The looming conflict with 
Communism was focused on Europe, our traditional geographic area of interest. 

The war had produced a crop of larger-than-life military heroes, and perhaps the biggest was Gen. Douglas 
MacArthur, Far East Commander and virtual ruler of a defeated Japan. 

While many considered MacArthur brilliant, his military career also contained numerous examples of poor 
military judgment. He had few doubts about his own judgment, however, and for over a decade had surrounded 
himself with staff officers holding a similar opinion. MacArthur was confident of his capabilities to reshape 
Japan, but he had little knowledge of Chinese Communist forces or military doctrine. He had a well-known 
disregard for the Chinese as soldiers, and this became the tenet of the Far Eastern Command (FEC). 

In January 1950, Secretary of State Dean Acheson had publicly declared a defensive containment line against 
the Communist menace in Asia, based upon an island defense line. The Korean peninsula was outside that line. 

Still, America viewed Korea as one of several developing democratic nations that could serve as 
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counterbalances to Communist expansion. In March 1949, President Truman approved National Security 
Council Memorandum 8/2, which warned that the Soviets intended to dominate all of Korea, and that this would 
be a threat to US interests in the Far East.1 That-summer, the President sent a special message to Congress citing 
Korea as an area where the principles of democracy were being matched against those of Communism. He 
stated the United States "will not fail to provide the aid which is so essential to Korea at this critical time." 1 

US Intelligence Collection and Analysis 

About the same time, US and Soviet troops withdrew from their respective parts of Korea. The Soviets left 
behind a well-equipped and trained North Korean Army, while the United States had provided its Korean 
military forces with only light weapons and little training. As US forces withdrew, MacArthur instructed Gen. 
Charles A. Willoughby, a longtime loyal staff member and his G-2, to establish a secret intelligence office in 
Seoul. Known as the Korean Liaison Office (KLO), its responsihility was to monitor troop movements in the 
North and the activities of Communist guerrillas operating in the South. 

By late 1949, the KLO was reporting that the Communist guerrillas represented a serious threat to the Republic 
of Korea (ROK). The office also noted that many of the guerrillas were originally from the South, and thus were 
able to slip back into their villages when hiding from local security forces. Willoughby also claimed that the 
KLO had 16 agents operating in the North. KLO officers in Seoul, however, expressed suspicion regarding the 
loyalty and reporting of these agents.J. · · 

These questionable FEC agents were not America's only agents in the North. At the end of World War II, then
Capt. John Singlaub had established an Army intelligence outpost in Manchuria, just across the border from 
Korea. Over the course of several years, he trained and dispatched dozens of former Korean POW s, who had 
been in Japanese Army units, into the North. Their instructions were to join the Communist Korean military and 
government, and to obtain information on the Communists' plans and intentions.~ 

These and other collection capabilities contributed to CIA analytic reports, starting in 1948, regarding the 
Communist threat on the peninsula. The first report, in a Weekly Summary date.d 20 February, identifies the 
Soviet Union as the controlling hand behind all North Korean political ,and military planning.~ In the 16 July 
Weekly Summary, the Agency describes North Korea as a Soviet "puppet" regime. On 29 October, a Weekly 
Summary states that a North Korean attack on the South is "possible" as early as 1949, and cites reports of road 
improvements towards the border and troop movements there. It also notes, however, that Moscow is in control. 

These reports establish the dominant theme in intelligence analysis from Washington that accounts for the 
failure to predict the North Korean attack--that the Soviets controlled North Korean decisionmaking. The 
Washington focus on the Soviet Union as "the" Communist state had become the accepted perception within US 
Government's political and military leadership circles. Any scholarly counterbalances to this view, either 
questioning the absolute authority of Moscow over other Communist states or noting that cultural, historic, or 
nationalistic factors might come into play, fell victim to the political atmosphere. 

Fears of another war in Europe against the mighty Red Army and the exposure of Soviet spying against America 
created an atmosphere where the anti-Communist fervor and accusations of McCarthyism silenced any debate 
regarding the worldwide Communist conspiracy. In addition, the Chinese Communists' rise to internal power 
created a domestic political dispute over who had "lost" China. The result was a silencing of American scholars 
on Ghina who might have persuaded the country's leadership that China would never accept Soviet control of its 
national interests. · 
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To read this article in its entirety, please refer to the “Estimates 
and Misc.” folder, “CSI Articles” subfolder, on the DVD. 



Commentary on "Two Strategic Intelligence Mistakes in Korea, 1950"1 

A Personal Perspective 

Thomas J. Patton 

The article by Mr. Rose appear.'> to be the fruit of considerable research-far 
more rh;-in I have devoted ro the subject smce f last worked on it in 1952. 
However, I found it to be somewhat unbalanced and incomplete, and an injus
tice to analytic personnel of the early 1950s-----even those who came to wrong 
conclusions at the time. Were I Bill Genz or Rm-van Scarborough, I would 
indeed have jumped at the opporrunity it presented to excoriate the Agency. 2 

And I am sure that there are others whQ were disturbed by the presence of this 
article in a CIA public journal. For my pan, I would like to help set the record 
straight. 

\'l;rhile I must rely completely on my memory. to me the article is marked by 

certain illusory shortcomings in ;malysis and the intelligence process th:lt can
not but create misconceptions in the minds of present-day readers. I assume 
that the author had little understanding of the informatronal, organizational, 
and Intelligence Community situation and constraints during the early 1950s. 
His article missed an opportunity to identify those limitations on the conduct of 
intelligence as the all-hut-devastating challenges th:.it they were and to set them 
in perspective. Ultimately, as the 1950s progressed, many of the constraints 
were overcome; thus, they may have no rele,,ance or me~ming for today's ana
lysts in the present intelligence environment. But I feel, rightly or wrongly, thm 
CST has done the Agency a disservice by publishing the article without putting 
1he events and the intelligence infonnation involved into an appropnate 
context. 

In 1950, there was no real interagency ( or even internal CIA) structure that per
nutted or encouraged regular discussion of critical current intelligence 
information below the "director'' level, other than the Watch Committee
invented by my boss, J J. Hitchcock-which met, ;1,<, I recall, once a 1nonth. 
Information, particubrly any information protected by a codeword or other 
"sensitivity," was not freely exchanged either between or within agencies. 

Thus. it could not easily contribute to broad analytic thinking in the Intelli
gence Community. 

1 See anicle hv P K Rose, Sh1cf1p, /Ji l11/eiilRC1Jce, Fall-\Vmter 20Ul, pp 57-65 
'Uill Gertz anJ Rowan Scarborough referenced Ro,e's article m their column 1n Tbe \Vi1sb111p,1rm Tones on 
1H Januarv 2002 Their commentary heg1m ··The CIA relc::i~ccl an emh.1rras,mg report th1~ week m 1b ln-hou,c 
\ourn::il, shmx,ng, once .1g.11n, how CIA analyses of Chin:1 are nm only flawed toe.by hut were wrong m ,._,,._ 
era I aspects c.lurmg the KoreJn War .. 

Thomas]. Patton served in che ClA's Directorate of Inrell1gence. He previously 
commented on analysis of Korea in Studies f11 Jntellige11cc>, vol 40, no. I. 1966. 
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• In CIA analytic element~, for example, SIG1NT was received only within our 
unit, the General Di\'ision of the Office of Reports and Estimates (ORE), 
which was set ur in 1948 by Knight McMahan to provide one centralized 
locus for the substantive examination of SIGINT. \'..:1e could discuss it with, or 
~how it to, "dearecf' analysts or other elemenb of ORE, hut it did not cross 
the desks of those analysts on a regular basis. Most importantly. they could 
not use it or refer to it in their published work. Fortunately, our ten-analyst 
team (then known as the Indications Branch}-which had been hastily cre
ated by Gener:11 Division to produce the weekly Sit11atioll Su111mnry (SitSu111) 

requested by President Truman in July 1950---dtd have regular acce~s to most 
SIGINT, but not necessarily to all other claw. 

• \Ve never had a dear concept of what proportion or what level of clandes
tine information we were given access to. I reG1ll that rarely did we succeed 
in getting responses from the Directorate of Operations to our questions 
about sourcing or our requests for cbboration on clanJestine reporting. (Of 
course, as any analyst can testify, this was for from unique to the Korean war 
period, although I cannot speak for the present.) 

• \\Te may have had access to some Swte Department tr:.iffic, but we could 
never be sure of receiving it, and we could not have used it directly in any 
event And our access to inform:.ition from milita1y sources was ,ilways uncer
tain. In General Division, we could never be sure of what non-STGINT 
information was reaching other analytic clements in ORE. ~uch as rhose who 
issued estimJtes. 

Physlcal handling of information was of necessity fairly primitive in those days. 
There were no copying machines. Most items that we received came in single 
copies. which \Ve hJd to pass on and could nut retain fnr our files. For the 
most part, files consisted of 5x8 inch Circls on which we scribbled source and 
time data and as much extracted or ~un1marized information ~•s we thought we 
would need. \'(Te org:mized these according to an assessment structure devel
oped by Hitchcock that proved e~sential in focusing our attention on "fomilies'' 
of indicators. particubrly in those areas where we had little or no hard infor
n1ation. As prin1itlve as this was, reviewing the~e cards was invaluable, at least 
during the month that I was respons1hle for the final ,vriting and editing of the 
Si!S11111. 

At the rime, \Ve could not be sure of the comprehensiveness of General Divi
sion's :iccess to the "finished'· intelligence issued by other analytic elements in 
ORE or by other government intelligence organs. \X1h1le my mem01y could be 
fragile-not surprising after more than 50 years-there are references in 
Mr. Hose's article to rdevant items from CIA estimates and cbily .-,ummaries that 
I simply do not recall seeing. 
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I go into this at ~uch length because I feel that a current reader of the Rose 
study might assume that all the information he describes and lists so 
thoroughly was av:.iibble fairly promptly and on a fairly universal basi:,, within 
the Agency. Such was not the case. 

Rose's article contains no reference to any contributions that we made through 
the S1tuaticm S11111111ar_l1• even though this product \\'as mentioned in the book 
CIA Briefings (!/Presidential Cmzdidotes, by John Helgerson, which the Center 
for the Study of Intelligence published m 1996.~ It may well be that copies of 
the SitS11m :ne nrnvhere in rhe files: this would not be surprising, since so 
much time h;is passed and since only three copies of each issue were pro
duced (the original for the President, a carbon copy for the DCI, and one for 
our files). I have not myself seen any of these since early 1952. I know that 
they were not polished and that we presented few, if any, significant "conclu
sions;· but we worked very hard to summarize and present what we sa,v as 
indications, or possible indications, of expansions in the Korean conflict-actu
ally, we .saw our responsibility a.s extending to Communist Bloc offensive 
actions on a worldwide basis. Reference lo our product by Mr. Rose could at 
least have shown that the Agency w~1s making an effort to keep the President 
apprised of what seemed to be signs of adverse developments in the Korean 
w:ir, even though the formal estimates and other daily and weekly publica
tions-which we rarely saw-served to discount the likelihood of such 
developments. Truman apparently felt well served: in early 1951, he directed 
that additional senior officials receive our weekly report. 

\'vith the exception of references to the SitSum, !\fr. Rose appears to h;1ve 
researched his topic intensively. Nonetheless, I note that he relied mainly on 
secondaiy sources. This strengthens my observation that he does not appear to 
h:we viewed the information on Korea from the inside, as it was avaibble to us 
at the time and under the limitations imposed on us at the time. 

From early in the summer of 1950, we felt the pressures of our responsibility 
for turning out the Sit Sum for the President so deeply ( at least I did l that, even 
:1frer more than half a century, they still have an impact. Many \Vorkweeks 
were at least 80 hours. an intensity that seems to strengthen the memory a hit, 
notwithstanding the passage of so many years. This may explain my reaction to 
the publicauon of Rose's study, espeoally at a time when the world seems to 
be in worse shape than ever and the Agency seems to be facing more chal
lenges than ever in prechcting developments. 

J Helgerson desc11hecl 11 a, "a closelv held, all-~ource we<'kly irnelligence rubhc1t1on, the first of ,ts krncl. 
called rhe 'S1tuat1c,n Sununary· a globJl review, built around rile Kore.in ~1tu.a1on ·• 
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Only half the battle 

THE CHINESE INTERVENTION IN KOREA, 1950 

Eliot A. Cohen 

Introduction 

The situation here might well be that of the Allied powers in the 
Ardennes offensive during the winter of 1944-45, where overpower
ing the enemy was only half of the battle. 1 

So G-2 (Intelligence) Far East Command (FEC), Tokyo, told anxious 
listeners in Washington, chiefly from the US Army General Staff, on 16 
November 1950. At that moment, United Nations forces, led by the forces of 
the United States Eighth Army and X Corps, were gathering strength for a final 
r;>ush north to the Yalu River. UN troor;>s would, officials in Washington and 
Tokyo hor;>ed, thereby bring to an end the six-month~old llforearrwan Those 
r;>articir;>ating in the teleconference could not know just how ironically ar;>t the 
analogy with the Ardennes offensive would prove. In 1950 as in 1944, bitter 
weather merely accompanied an enemy surprise attack that battered American 
forces. Less than two weeks after the 16 November teleconference, American 
forces would be reeling from their w~rst def eat since the Battle of the Bulge 
and r;>robab)y their most serious setback in J;>Ostwar history. In the aftermath of 
both assaults, Americans would wonder how an enemy managed to achieve 
surprise, despite many pieces of evidence available beforehand to those 
concerned with the assessroeo~ of enemy intentions and capabilities. 

How did it har;>r;>en? Why, given that Chinese forces had or;>erated in the 
Korean r;>eninsula since early October-showing their hand in a short but 
vicious offensive at the end of that month-were UN forces caught seemingly 
off guard? For some historians, the matter boils down to a question of 
individual culpability. In the dock are either Douglas MacArthur, Commander 
in Chief of Far East Command (CINCFE) for his cavalier "disregard for 
China," 2 or MacArthur's intelligence chief, Major Genral Charles Willoughby, 
whom one of MacArthur's biograr;>hers called "an arrogant, opinionated 
sycor;>hant." 3 What follows will suggest that attemr;>ts to r;>in the blame for the 
intelligence failure (which was only part of a larger or;>erational failure) on one 
individual vastly oversimr;>lify, and in some respects distort, the nature of the 
intelligence failure in Korea. So, too, do those accounts that render the events 
of November 1950 in terms of various J;>Or;>ular theories of surprise. Instead, a 
close examination of available 4 intelligence assessments suggests a more 
comr;>licated kind of failure, and one that has imr;>lications extending beyond 
this r;>articular case study. 

The r;>ar;>er begins by sketching the development of the Korea.11 Wa~ from 
the North Korean invasion of the Republic of Korea (ROK) in June 1950 
through the massive Chinese intervention in November of that year, and 
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discusses intelligence sources and organization in the Far East and Washington. 
The bulk of the paper will look at American assessments during the less than 
two months that separated the crossing of the 38th Parallel from the debacle on 
the Yalu. The paper concludes with a discussion of the implications of the case 
study for the study of intelligence and in particular intelligence failure . 

From Inchon to the Yalu 

The KorearfWaH began on 25 June 1950 with the invasion of South Korea 
by some ten divisions of the North Korean People's Army (NKPA). Well trained 
(almost all of its high-ranking officers had learned their trade in the Soviet Red 
Army or under the tutelage of the People's Liberation Army), well equipped, 
and ruthless in battle, the NKPA routed most of the ROK forces in its path. A 
frantically improvised American counterintervention drawing on the four 
understrength and peacetime-soft divisions in Japan, backed by the airplanes of 
the Far East Air Force (FEAF), finally stopped the NKPA on the circumference 
of a box barely 3,000-square miles large around the southern Port of Pusan. The 
war became an effort by the UN, but Americans controlled its conduct, and 
American and South Korean forces bore the brunt of the effort. 

By September 1950, heavy losses and overstretched supply lines had 
weakened the NKPA. On 15 September, General MacArthur launched an 
independent corps spearheaded by 1st Marine Division in an amphibious 
assault against the port of Inchon, near Seoul on Korea's western coast. A week 
later, after bitter battles, the main UN force, Eighth Army, under the 
command of Lieutenant General Walton Walker, broke out of the Pusan 
perimeter and scattered the NKPA forces in its path . Five days later, Eighth 
Army and X Corps linked up. Two days after that, on 29 September, President 
Syngman Rhee was restored to power in Seoul. 

There had been for some time a debate over further objectives.5 Should 
UN forces press on and reunify Korea or should they halt at the 38th Parallel? 
On the day that MacArthur brought Rhee to Seoul, the Secretary of Defense on 
his own behalf and that of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) told MacArthur, "We 
want you to feel unhampered tactically and strategically to proceed north of 
38th Parallel." 6 The advance was not a swift one. The remnants of the NKPA 
offered a stubborn resistance, and UN forces, supplied across a battered line of 
communications running through Inchon, suffered chronic shortages of mate
rial. On 19 October, however, the North Korean capital, Pyongyang, fell and 
preparations began for a drive farther north. 

This final attack northward took weeks to prepare. X Corps had been 
withdrawn from Inchon (a move that tied up the port for some time and thus 
aggravated Eighth Army's already serious supply problem). After delays in 
clearing mines from the North Korean east coast Port of Wonsan, X Corps 
began landing there on 26 October and slowly moved into position for the final 
offensive. At precisely this time (from 25 October through 6 November), the 
Chinese launched their "First Phase Offensive," shaking the hitherto confident 
UN Command. Several ROK regiments and one American regiment suffered 
heavily from the attack, which ended as mysteriously ·as it had begun. After a 
pause to regroup, MacArthur gave the word to begin the advance shortly-after 
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Thanksgiving Day, 1950. A day later, on th~ night of 26/27 November, large 
Chinese attacks slammed into Eighth Army and X Corps as American and 
South Korean troops advanced to (and, in places, reached) the Yalu River, 
Korea's northern border. Thirty divisions of Chinese troops, rather than the 12 
carried on order of battle charts, attacked the t:N forces with appalling effect. 
Within weeks, ROK units, including whole divisions, had been destroyed. US 
2nd Infantry Division was rendered combat ineffective, losing a third of its men 
and nearly all of its equipment. Parts of 7th Infantry Division in X Corps on the 
east were similarly hammered, and it .looked for a time as if the Chinese would 
succeed in encircling and even destroying 1st Marine Division and the units 
attached to it, including some remnants of 7th ID and accompanying British 
units. Over the next two months, UN forces would retreat some 200 miles, 
losing not only Pyongyang but Seoul to the enemy for the second time in the 
war. 

Intelligence: Structure and Sources 

We have available today many, but not all, of the surviving documents 
necessary to understand the debacle before the Yalu. Of particular importance 
here are missing documentation on communications intelligence (COMINT) 
which the National Security Agency will not release until the year 2000, if not 
later, and detailed material on espionage networks in Korea, China, and 
elsewhere. One may make inferences about the role COMINT, in .particular, 
might have played in the period leading up to November 1950, but these 
remain no more than educated guesses. 

On the other hand, almost all of the TOP SECRET and SECRET finished 
intelligence of the period has been published, including the relevant National 
Intelligence Estimates and the products of FEC and its subordinate commands. 
The latter are particularly important, because the SECRET Daily Intelligence 
Summary (DIS) of Far East Command contained the raw data for MacArthur's 
intelligence assessments.7 The DISs, which could be 30 pages long and 
frequently longer, contained detailed accounts of the day's fighting in Korea, a 
good deal of political material on all countries in the FEC region (including 
Japan and China), and special appreciations and order of battle annexes. 
Feeding into the DISs were the Periodic Intelligence Reports (PIRs) of 
lower-level commands, most notably Eighth Army and X Corps, These usually 
concentrated on daily battlefield events, although they occasionally contained 
special appreciations on special subjects, usually of a tactical nature. In 
addition, MacArthur's G-2 in Tokyo drew on intelligence gathered by espio
nage, photo reconnaissance, communications intelligence, translation of cap
tured enemy documents, interrogation of enemy prisoners, and on open sources 
such as Chinese broadcasts and newspapers. 8 

For the most part, Washington depended for its basic assessments on FEC, 
although other sources (most notably attache and consular reports from Taiwan 
and Hong Kong) came into play. Information was communicated between 
Tokyo and Washington through_ the DIS and the daily· teleconference, which 
included a daily situation report from Tokyo, as well as responses to questions 
raised by either side. Washington-meaning here the Central Intelligence 
Agency, Army Intelligence, and the corporate effort known as the National 
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Intelligence Estimate or NIE- did not simply accept FEC-2's judgments. As 
we shall see, for example, the Defense Department's daily Joint Intelligence 
Summary, prepared by the Joint Intelligence Indications Committee, provided 
assessments that sometimes differed considerably in tone and substance from 
those of FEC. 

Some FEC sources-agent reports and COMINT-remain classified, or at 
least heavily sanitized. It has been reported that American-controlled intelli
gence in North Korea was skimpy throughout this period, which is not entirely 
surprising given the relative unimportance of Korea to American planners 
before June 1950. Other sources, which both FEC and Washington treated with 
reserve, included contacts with Chinese Nationalist forces in Taiwan. In 
retrospect, the best warnings of Chinese Communist intentions came from 
reports passed to American military and State Department personnel by KMT 
6gures.9 On the other hand, both FEC and Washington analysts tended to 
discount Chinese Nationalist warnings for two understandable reasons: the 
KMT had interested motives in fostering American worries about the Chinese 
Communists, and some of the intelligence they provided appeared to be 
nothing more than FEC information passed to them earlier. 10 

It is, in any case, clear that FEC and Washington had some means for 
tracking the Chinese Communist mobilization for war during the fall of 1950. 
Such crude indicators of preparation for war as air raid drills and evacuation of 
key personnel could be monitored by Westerners still living in China, and the 
movement of troops could be traced fairly accurately. Although FEC con
sistenly underestimated the number of troops actually in Korea-tripling its 
estimate of 70,000 men on 25 November to nearly 210,000 five days later, an 
estimate still about 90,000 men too low-it tracked the buildup in Manchuria 
far more accurately. 11 FEC estimated that a regular- force (i.e. excluding 
district troops and militi~) totaling 116,000 men in July had grown to 217,000 
men in early August and grown to at least 415,000 and possibly 463,000 by 
early November. 12 Ironically FEC intelligence had a better grasp of the size 
and disposition of Chinese forces not in contact with UN troops in Korea than 
those who actually were. 

The chief sources of intelligence in Korea itself were prisoners of war, 
photo-reconnaissance, and the local population. 13 Although the first proved 
remarkably forthcoming-and Eighth Army alone picked up nearly 100 
Chinese prisoners before the November 1950 attack-American intelligence 
was hampered by a shortage of interpreters. Moreover, a postwar study 
suggested POWs spoke freely only to Army-level interrogators. At the corps 
and divisional levels, which had few competent linguists in any case, the POWs 
were still too terrified to be candid. 14 Furthermore, the Chinese Communists, 
by creating special units for their "volunteers," succeeded in misleading FEC 
intelligence about the true order of battle of Chinese forces in Korea. In 
addition, the Chinese carefully used turned Nationalist soldiers in the first
phase offensive of late October-early November, saving the tougher and better 
motivated Communist forces for the later November attacks. Nonetheless, 
events were to prove that POWs were the best source of information. 15 

Photo-reconnaissance, so highly developed by American forces during 
World War II, had nearly vanished during the postwar period. As a result, it 
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took a long time for both the Army and the Air Force to reconstitute the skilled 
photo-interpretation teams reQuired for this means of intelligence gathering. 
Furthermore, in October and November Air Force recon_naissance focused its 
scarce assets on the bombing targets mandated by MacArthur's desire to cut the 
Yalu bridges and destroy the industrial and transportation infrastructure of the 
North. As a result, Eighth Army received an average of only three or four-and 
frequently fewer-photo-interpretation reports a day. 16 Compounding this 
problem, of course, was the superlative camouflage and road discipline of the 
Chinese Communist Forces (CCF). 

In some areas, particularly in the X Corps sector on the east coast of Korea, 
the local population proved extremely forthcoming and helpful in letting 
American forces know about the movements of the CCF. When S. L. A. 
Marshall, a combat historian working as a consultant for Eighth Army, 
interviewed officers in the 1st Marine Division he found that they believed that 
such information was "worth far more than what we got with our own 
patrols." 17 This is not entirely surprising, because the CCF used Korean 
villages for shelter during their two-month buildup in northern Korea. This 
source of information appears to have been cultivated far more by the Marines 
than by Eighth Army, whose daily intelligence reports relied heavily on POW 
interrogations. 

Regrettably, aggressive patrolling did not produce nearly as much infor
mation about the size and dispasitions of the CCF as American commanders 
hoped it would. When Matthew Ridgway assumed command of Eighth Army 
at the end of December 1950, he found to his bitter diappointment that •·They 
(American infantry) no longer even think of operating on foot away from their 
transpartation and heavy equipment." 18 Even when the enemy came to the 
UN forces, little was done to sift the impressions of frontline troops until the 
arrival of S. L. A. Marshall. His 1952 report on the subject bears quoting: 

•·infantry, being the body which under the normal situation in 
war maintains the most persistent contact with the fighting parts of 
the enemy, is the antenna of the mechanism of combat intelligence 
... during field operations, infantry should be the most productive 
source of information pertaining to the enemy's tactics, use of 
weapons, combat supply system, habits, and general nature. Our G-2 
processes are designed to drain dry any enemy soldier who falls into. 
infantry hands. They take little cognizance that perhaps more is to be 
learned of the enemy from what has been seen, heard, and felt by our 
own soldier in the line. There is no steady winnowing of this field of 
information. There is no machinery for adding it up, analyzing it 
across the board, and then deducing its lessons." 19 

Marshall, in fact, did just this, producing reports which were subsequently 
disseminated throughout the theater as part of the DIS and Eighth Army 
intelligence reports. 20 

One may say, then, that the United States had a fairly broad range of 
intelligence assets available to it as it faced the problem of Chinese intervention 
in Korea in the summer and fall of 1950. To be sure, many of these could not 
be fully exploited because of organizational or material bottlenecks, and some 
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sources (e.g. the KMT in Taiwan) were considered less than fully reliable. In 

some cases, open sources-Chinese radiobroadcasts-would prove as informa

tive an any secret agent concerning Chinese aims in Korea. In any event, data 

was neither so voluminous and confusing as to confuse the analyst nor so 

skimpy as to preclude accurate ;messment, which suggests that we should 

examine closely the quality of the analyses themselves. 

American intelligence had to deal with two questions in the fall of 1950. 

First, would China intervene on a large scale in the !Korean Wan, and with what 

motives? Second, if China did intervene, what sort of strategy might it use, and 

what operational capabilities would its forces manifest? The historiography of 

the IK6rean· Wad has focused much more on the first of these questions than the 

second. As we shall see, however, the two are equally important. 
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Opening the Door a Crack 

American Cryptology During the Korean War 

Thomas R. Johnson 

'' With Korean war 
cryptology, we are still in 

the early stage of 
declassification fifty 

years after the outbreak 
of the war. 

'' 

Dr. Thomas R. Johnson is a 
35-year veteran of cryptology 
operations. Currently associaced 
wich CIA's Center for the Study of 
Intelligence, he is the author of a 
class1f1ed four-volume history of 
American cryptology during the 
Cold War. 

This article 1s unclassified in its 

entirety . 

Editor's Note: 77.ie Korean penin
sula was divided at tbe j[ith parallel 

as part of war settlements decided at 

the Potsdam Conference i11Ju~v 
1945. Less tbm1ji'ue years later, on 
25 j1me 1950, North Korean forces 
i111.,•aded Soutb Korea. In response to 
a United Nations (UN) call for 
troops to restore peace, tl.ie United 
States committed ground. ai1; and 
naval forces to the conflict before 
tbe end of June Pushing 110,th
wm ·d, UN forces reacbed tbe Chi11a 
border on 20 November, triggen·11g 
a Chinese assault across the Yalu 
river into Korea . Figbting eventu
ally stalemated near tbe original 
border between tbe two Koreas. An 
armistice, signed on 27 July 1953. 
provided for the continued pres 
ence of US troops on Korean soil . 
The United States suffered more 
than 140,000 casualties duri11g the 
engagement . A peace treaty has · 
never been signed. 

Allied silence about the role of 
cryptology in World War II was bro
ken m 1974 by the publication of 
Frederick Winterbotham's The Ultra 
Seaet. 1 The world had wai[ed 
almost 30 years for the beginning 
of a declassification program for 
World War II communications intel
ligence (COMINT). A few spare 
historical accounts written during 
and immediately after the war rep
resented most of what the National 
Security Agency (NSA) and the UK 
Governmem Communications 

'Frederick W . Winterbotham, 1be Ultra Secret 
(New York: Harper and Row, 1974) 

Headquaners (GCHQ) had been 
willing to divulge, until, at last, 
enough pressure was mounted for 
a more general declassification 
effort. Larger and larger volumes of 
World War II documents emerged 
into public view, until by the end 
of the century virtually no bars 
remained to a complete release. 

With Korean war cryptology, we 
are still in the early stage of declas
sification fifty years after the 
outbreak of the war. NSA has 
recently declassified a few histori
cal sumrnanes, but has not yet 
begun co release any reports from 
the war itself.1 So what do we 
know about cryptology in Korea? 
Some of our knowledge prec eded 
the official declassification effort . 
When Clay Blair wrote his history 
of the Korean war in the 1980s, he 
incorporated some t::imalizing bits 
and pieces about the role of 
exploited North Korean messages, 
especially as it related to the Pusan 
perimeter. 3 More recently, 
researcher Matthew Aid has 

1As of July 2001 , NSA's web site 
('>\'WW nsa .gov) listed five papers related co 
Korea Jill Fr:ihm, "So Power Can be Brought 
into Play. SIGINT and the Pusan Perimeter." 
David A. Hatch and Robert L. Benson , "The 
Korean War. The SIGINT Background; " Tho
m:is R. Johnson, "Genernl Essay on che 
Korean War ," originally published in Amen·• 

can C1Jp!ology Dimng the Cold War, 1945-
1989, Book 1 The SlmM81" fur C~'11/rt1/1zatton, 
1945- 1960 (Fon Me:ulc· NSA, 1995), pp . 36· 
56. Patrick D. Weadon, "SIGINT and COJ\1-
SEC Help Sa,·e the Day at Pusan," and "Cryp
tologic Background to the Chinese 
lntervent1on ." by an anonymous rec1red NSA 
officer . 
3Cby Blair. The Forgotten U7ar America in 

Korea, 1950-1953 (New York· New York 
Times Books . 1987) 
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ferreted om a larger part of the 
story. -1 When we put what they 
have published together with the 
accounts recently released by NSA, 
we can assess what we know and, 
by implication, what we do nm yet 
know. 

Postwar Letdown 

Korea can best be understood m 
terms of World War II, which has 
been described as a "SIGINT [sig
nals intelligence] War. "5 By the end 
of the war, the Americans and Brit
ish, with help from the Canadians 
and Australians, were able to read 
most of the important crypto
graphic systems that the A.xis 
nations employed. Harry Hinsely, 
the British intelligence historian and 
direct participant in matters crypto
logic, has written chat the war was 
probably shortened by six months 
as a result of SIGINT successes. I 
would put the number at four to six 
months. Even if it were only four 
months, try running the numbers 
on likely additional Allied casual
ties over that period. Or, lookmg at 
the issue in anmher way, if the Rus
sian troops were on the Elbe in 
May 1945, how far west might they 
have moved by September? 

Among the generals and admirals 
who benefited from COMINT, 
expectations rose. Not knowing or 
understanding the black arts by 
which these things were done, they 

4Manhew M. Aid, "U.S. Humm! and Commt 
in the Kore3n \V3r• From the Approach of 
War to the Chinese lmervenuon,"' Inteil1gence 
and Natwnal Secunty, Vol l'l, No 4, Winter 
1999 
5Walter Laqueur, A World of Secrets The U,es 
and Lrmits of /11/el/lgence (New York Basic 
Books. 1985). 
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'' Within years of the end 
of World War II, 

~ American cryptology was 
a hollow shell of its 

former self. 

'' believed that the codebreakers 
could do anythmg they set their 
minds to and that their successes 
would continue into the trackless 
future. 

Within years of the end of World 
War II, however, American cryptol
ogy was a hollow shell of its former 
self. When the soldiers and sailors 
went home in 1945, so did the 
cryptologists. Permanently lost to 

cryptology were William P. Bundy, 
Lewis F. Powell, Edwin 0. Reis
chauer, Alfred Fnendly, and Telford 
Taylor, as well as mathematicians 
Joe Eachus, Andrew Gleason, and a 
host of others. And this was iust on 
the American side. The British lost, 
among others, Alan Turing, cred
ited by some as the inventor of the 
modern digital computer. The loss 
of talent was accompanied by a cat
astrophic budgetary collapse. 

The lack of resources was com
pounded by bureaucratic infighting. 
A wartime feud between Army and 
Navy cryptologists continued into 
the post-war period. Then a new 
group----the Air Force Security Ser
vice (USAFSS), established on 
20 October 194&--joined the fray. 
Although the USAFSS began as a 
weak sister, it benefited from the 
Air Force's ability to get money 
from Congress and soon became 
the largest of the three service cryp
tologic agencies. It also became the 
most parochial, separating itself 
from the cryptologic community by 
physical as well as psychic 

distance by sening up its headquar
ters in San Antonio, Texas. 

Amid all the bickering came signs 
of professional failure. Until 1948, 
the Army and Navy had been read
ing many of the codes of the new 
prime target, the Soviet Union. 
Then, in the space of less than a 
year, the lights went out. The USSR 
changed everything-its codes and 
ciphers, its communications proce
dures, and the very equipment that 
it used. The cryptologic commu
nity referred to what had happened 
as Black Friday. In fact, it didn't 
happen on a Friday, but evolved 
over several months. The bottom 
line was the same: the cornucopia 
of exploitable messages disap
peared and Washington was caught 
short. 

Woe piled upon woe. In 1949, 
Chiang Kai-shek fled to Taiwan, 
and Mao and the Communists came 
to power on mainland China. Their 
communications were no more 
exploitable than those of the Soviet 
Union. 

In 1949, the feuding cryptologic 
agencies attempted a union of 
sorts, called the Armed Forces 
Security Agency (AFSA). AFSA, 
however, lacked the authority to 

control its nominal subordinates. 
Instead of one umbrella agency 
overseeing three military service 
departments, four more-or-less 
coequal organizations competed for 
resources in a shrinking pool. 
Moreover, as a creation of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff (JCS), AFSA gave pri
ority to military requirements, 
resulting in bitter complaints from 
civilian customers, especially the 
CIA and the State Department. At 
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AFSA's founding, the United States 
was already unable to exploit the 
communications of its rwo princi
pal antagonists and it was just 
months short of its next major war. 

Wake Up Call in Korea 

When it came to COMINT on 
Korea. AFSA had no arrows in its 
quiver. Like the rest of the Intelli
gence Community, it had only the 
most tenuous and insubsrantial 
requirements to work with-keep
ing a general eye on the Soviet 
posture on the peninsula and little 
else. No one in the US Govern
ment seemed worried about Korea, 
and AFSA, preoccupied with juris
dictional disputes, gave 1t little 
attention It had plenty of other 
work to keep it busy. Even worse, 
AFSA had no technical expertise on 
Korea. It had only one self-taught 
Korean linguist , no Korean dictio
naries , no Korean typewriters, and 
no books on Korea. Until April 
1950, it had no Korean communica
tions collect1on of any kind. As it 
happened, late in 1949 one of its 
units in the Far East had collected 
some traffic that looked like Soviet 
communications. but , when finally 
analyzed months lacer, turned out 
to be Korean. On 21 April 1950, 
AFSA tasked an Army Security 
Agency (ASA) unit near Kyoto, 
Japan, to collect more Korean traf
fic. By mid-June, however, Kyoto 
had collected virtually noching. 

Following World War H. Korea had 
been left outside the American 
defensive perimeter in the Far East. 
When the North Koreans invaded 
the South m June 1950, they met lit
tle opposition . Republic of Korea 

'' When it came to COMINT 
on Korea, the Armed 

Forces Security Agency 
had no arrows in its 

quiver. 

'' (ROK) armed forces numbered 
barely 100,000 poorly armed and 
inadequately trained infantry troops 
against a North Korean army of 
about 135,000 fully trained soldiers 
with tanks and artillery. The United 
States had only a 500-man Korean 
Military Aid Group on the penin
sula-it was designed to show the 
flag, not defend the country. The 
US contingency plan for Korea was 
co evacuate posthaste to Japan. 

After initial hesitation, the United 
States responded co the UN call for 
troops and entered the fray. Presi
denc Truman o rdered Gen . Douglas 
MacArthur in Japan to scrape 
cogether a defensive force and send 
it to Korea. American forces began 
arriving at the South Korean port of 
Pusan in late June , and Gen. Wal
ton Walker, commander of the US 
S•h Army, hastily assembled Ameri
can forces and remnants of the 
ROK Army to try to hold a line. 

ASA, the Army's cryptologic organi
zation , was caught just as flat
footed as everyone else. Initially, 
Walker had little or no SIGINT sup
port The first ASA contingent did 
not amve until 9 September, six 
days before the US landing behind 
enemy lines at Inchon. This contin 
gent was an advance unit from 
Hawai1. with minimal capability 
ASA's plan was to support 81h Army 
with one communications recon
naissance battalion at Army level, 
and a battalion assigned to each of 
the three subordinate corps; 

Cryptology 

however, it took the first 
designated Army SlGINT unit-the 
60th Signal Service Company at Fort 
Lewis, Washington-three and a 
half months to arrive on the scene. 

Filling the Breach 

The Atr Force acmally beat ASA to 

Korea . Jts first representative, I" Le. 
Edward Murray, arrived in Taegu 
on 19 July 1950, almost two months 
ahead of his Army counterparts. 
Using equipment borrowed from 
the USAFSS unit in Tokyo, he 
attempted to set up a tactical SIG
INT orgamzation to suppo1t the 5th 

Air Force. Murr~1y, however, found 
that the 5,h Air Force already had 
SIGINT support, courtesy of one 
Donald Nichols. A murky figure , 
Nichols lived in Seoul , had ::i 
reserve commission as an Air Force 
major, and headed the loc::il Office 
of Special Invest1gattons . Quite on 
his own, he had set up a hip
pocket SIGINT intercept and 
reporting service using native Kore
ans The most prominent of these 
were Cho Yong II, a former North 
Kor~an Army radio operator and 
cryptanalyst, and Kim Se Won, a 
captain in the ROK navy . Kim had 
served with the Japanese SIG INT 
service in World War II and, hav
ing been interned in Hawaii for ::i 
period of time, had a good grasp of 
English. Together, they had a going 
concern. Nichols, in turn , reported 
the material as thinly disguised 
HUMINT. The 5th Air Force didn't 
want Murray. After taking posses
sion of his badly needed 
equ1pmem. they sent him back to 
Japan. 
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To read this article in its entirety, please refer to the “Estimates 
and Misc.” folder, “CSI Articles” subfolder, on the DVD. 
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Slli)J'ECTs Ft\ctors Ji.ffecting the D13sirebili ty or a Utl Military Conquest or & 11 o!" KOl'ea. 

Although an invasion of tforth Kores b;: UN foreea could, it Gl)Cceas£ul, bring several important advantages to the US, it appear.s ht present thbt grave risks would be involved in such a course ot uction~ The military succtss or the oper~tion is b., no means assu:r.ed because the US cannot count on the cooperaH.'ln ot all the non=Communiat UN members &r.ri niP,ht nlso become involved in hostil:1.ties ·v.i th Chinese Communist and Soviet troops. Under such circumata.nces thtil'e •ould, morea.rer, bo grave risk ot general wa2•., 

A successful invasion or North Korea by Uh urmed forces could bring severlil important advantages: 

1. The conquest of North Korea by ON fo1•ces would represent a major diplometic defeat f.or the USSR. It would have a profound effect on the entire non-Communist world and would give ren&tved J1ope to anti-Communist.3 in both the European and the Asian .:iatellite ato.tGs.. The recovery or u Satellite from Soviot domin&tion, regard. less of its geographical position or political i.Jllportanca, would be a decisive victory f~ the \~estern wo:ddo 

2,, The military victory achieved by tho UU forces would greatly increase the prostige of the UN and particularly woulc'. brin! prestige to the US as the chief participant in the UN forceeo The countries of r estern Europe &nd the Near East would place gr&tter roliance in ths UN &a a practical force for world peace and in thG determination &nd ability or the US to stem Comtt1unist srgressionn 

J., UN militllr.Y conquest or Korea ,1ould not only deey the USSR a etrategic outpost .from which to thre&ten Japan, but it would provide the \\ eatern ?owers with a buffer area and a wedaA into Communiat-held territorv. I 

4o "The elimin&tion of the arbiti.~ary divi.aion of .Korea at the 38th pl;lrallel. and the expulsion or the North Koroan reg1m~ would bppoor to provide an opportunity to bring about the economic and political unificat:l .on of the country o Korean unity would be in accord with the wiehes or the Korean people, the 6tinounced policy of the us, &nd the recommend~tiona or the UNo 
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In addition to these adventagea, howwer, an invasion of North Kore.a woul.d invclve certain grave risks for the US: 

l. It is doubtful whether the US could secure the support of its allies and or other non-Soviet nations in the UN for such a course ot action. l!Bny non-Communiet members or the UN would &l• most certainly be opPOSed to &.fl1' aoticn which would involve the risk ot strong cotmteraction by the UJSR. The nations psrticipating flith tho U~ in Korea do not wish to become deeply involved in Kores or to take action which might bring them nearer to a general war. They would probably take the position that t.he UN foroea s.re not oommitted to the liberation or North Korea end th&t the SC's resolutions do not provide an adequate legal basis for the conctuest.. Consequently, US action 1rould provide the USSR with a strong wedge for attempting to separate the U~ from its Western European &llies. lt would also have serious repercussions among Asian nations, particularly India, which is habitually distrustful ot Western motives. and might convince rnany Asians that the Us is, after all, an eegressive nation pursuing e policy ot selt~intereet 1n Asia. 

~. The invading forces might become involved in hostilities with t.he Chinese Communists. As it became apparent that the North Koreans were being defeated in South Km·ea, the Chinese might well take up defensive positions north or the 38th parallel. The U.:iSR, which might welcome tho outbreak of hostilities between the US &nd Chine, would thus have e.n additional opportunity or driving the wedge more deeply between the U$ and ite allies. The U5$ might uee Chinese Communist troops et any stage in the fighting, but their participe.tion would be especially useful &t the 38th parallel. where UN membet·s could l&gally discontinue their support oi' the US . policy. 

Jo Inasmuch as the USSR would regard the invasion of North Korea as n atrategio threat to the eecurity of tlie Soviet Far Bast, the invhding for~es might become involved, eithor directly or indirectly: in hostil1 ties with Soviet forces. The U.»R ie nOTt in . 
& high owte of readineas for genei•til hostilities, end the K?'8lnlin might well calculate th&t, with U3 mobilization set in motion, tho USSR is better prepared now then it v,ouJ.d be later tor a full.fledgsd test of strength with the us. lt could therefore place Soviet forcea on the J8th parallel end oblige the US to ini .tiate hostilities against Soviet forcea under conditions •hich would alienate most or Asje from the US..UN cause in Korea, permit :full expl.oitetiori ' of the propogenda theme toot the South Kor86ns u.ndor US guidance opened the eggreasion against the North Koreans and other peece-loving peoples, ond enable the &SR to noutralize and conquer most of Europe and the Near Esat before the imt:ect of US industrial mobilization aou.l.d be felt upon the defensive capabili .... ties of those arees. 
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t.'ven if the USSR ehould not choose to utilize e UN attempt . to conquer North Korea os a pretext tor tl'le imauguratlon or general J10stilities againet the West, it is probable that the Kromlin would be pre,J£red by one method or another to pNVent UN occupation ot ?lol"tb Korea.. Along with exploiting £'ully its veto poT1or in the UN am the opportunity ror charging the US with a.ggressive action, the USSR might well provide sufficient ground, air, or nsval assistance to interdict UN communications, halt the ground advance, filnd neutralize UN eir and naval superiority. Concurrent ~ith such action, the USSR might well ineueurate nen limited ar,gressions elsewhere in order to offset the advantages which might be gained by an advance into North Korea and to strain further UN miliu.ry- capabilities. There, is no &ssurance tht.t the USSR is unprepared to assooe such risks. 

4. The conquest of North Koren would not prodde assurance of peeee throughout the country or of true unific1iticn. The Soviet high command would almost certainly attempt to withdraw into f46n .. churia or into the U.;;SR a hree portion of tl:.e Morth Korean forces. Fran these areas the USSR m.ight continue to threaten aggression bnd infiltration and thus produce ~uch inate.bility e.e to require the continuing presence of large numbers of US or UN forces. Moreover, Syn~n Ii.bee and his regime bre unpopular among many-it not a m.ajoru,- ..... ot non ... Commun1st Koreans. To re-establish his regime and extend its authority and its bllse of populi.r aupport to all of Korea would be difficult, if not imposoible. Elren if thla could be done, the regime would be eo unste.ble as to require continuing US or U, militaey ·and economic support. lf • as one alterJU1tive, a new government should be formed consequent to u UN-supervised .free election, there io no assurance thnt the Communists wo'tll.d not win either control or or e powerful voice in such a government. lf, ae another altornstive, a prolonged trusteeship under UN control end ~ith US participation were esbblished, instability would nevertheless continue,. with probably even the non-Communist Koreans reacting against the eubstitution or outsid~ cont~ol for indep~ndence. Further-more, Korea once more would become the catapaw or internt-tional politics, and its ultilriEl,te ste.tus \vould be dependent upon the comparative strength &nd ambitions or the countries whose representatives supervised the trust administration. 
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Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) 
Electronic Reading Room 

The CIA has established this site, available through the “Library” menu on www.cia.gov, to provide 

the public with an overview of access to CIA information, including electronic access to previously 

released documents. Because of CIA’s need to comply with the national security laws of the United 

States, some documents or parts of documents cannot be released to the public. In particular, the 

CIA, like other U.S. intelligence agencies, has the responsibility to protect intelligence sources and 

methods from disclosure. However, a substantial amount of CIA information has been and/or can be 

released following review. See “Your Rights” for further details on the various methods of obtaining 

this information. 

Special Collections 

Additional document collections released by the Historical Collections Division can be found on the 

FOIA Electronic Reading Room and include: 

Strategic Warning and the Role of Intelligence: Lessons Learned From the 1968 Soviet Invasion of Czechoslovakia 

This collection consists of DI intelligence memorandums, various estimates and memos written by 

the Office of National Estimates (ONE), articles from the Central Intelligence Bulletin (a current 

intelligence daily publication), Weekly Summaries, Intelligence Information Cables, and Situation 

Reports, which were published up to three times a day during the crisis when tensions flared. 

The Warsaw Pact: Treaty of Friendship, Cooperation, and Mutual Assistance 

A collection of sensitive Soviet and Warsaw Pact military journals from 1961 to 1984 that provide a 

view into Warsaw Pact military strategy. New information was added to this site in January 2010. 

Air America: Upholding the Airmen’s Bond 

A fascinating assembly of documents revealing the role that Air America, the Agency’s proprietary 

airline, played in the search and rescue of pilots and personnel during the Vietnam War. The collection 

has personal accounts by the rescued pilots and thank you letters as well as commendations from 

various officials. 

Preparing for Martial Law: Through the Eyes of Col. Ryszard Kuklinski 

A captivating collection of over 75 documents concerning the planning and implementation of martial 

law in Poland from mid-1980 to late 1981. Colonel Ryszard Kuklinski, a member of the Polish Army 

General Staff and the source of the documents, provided information and personal commentary that 

gave intelligence analysts and US policy makers invaluable insight into the crisis. 

Creating Global Intelligence 

Discover the back story of the US intelligence community by exploring this collection of more than 

800 documents from the late 1940s to the early 1950s that pertain to the establishment of the 

Central Intelligence Agency. The collection provides perspective on the complex issues that senior 

US government officials grappled with as they considered how to establish an enduring national 

intelligence capability. 
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additional detail about the design and development of the A-12. 
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The Original Wizards of Langley: Overview of the Office of Scientific Intelligence 

This overview and collection of documents and other material related to the Office of Scientific 

Intelligence (OSI) offer a glimpse of CIA’s contribution to the analysis of Soviet capabilities in science 

and technology during the Cold War. 

A Life in Intelligence - The Richard Helms Collection 

This collection of material by and about Richard Helms as Director of Central Intelligence (DCI) and 

Ambassador to Iran comprises the largest single release of Helms-related information to date. The 

documents, historical works and essays offer an unprecedented, wide-ranging look at the man and his 

career as the United States’ top intelligence official and one of its most important diplomats during 

a crucial decade of the Cold War. From mid-1966, when he became DCI, to late 1976, when he left 

Iran, Helms dealt directly with numerous events whose impact remains evident today and which are 

covered in the release. 

A-12 OXCART Reconnaissance Aircraft Documentation (With the Center for the Study of Intelligence) 

This release, containing approximately 1,500 pages of material, consisting of about 350 documents, 

maps, diagrams, and photographs will provide researchers on aviation and intelligence with significant 
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CIA information review and release officers reviewed, redacted, and 

released hundreds of documents related to the Korean war for this 

event. The accompanying DVD contains over 1,300 documents and 

more than 5,000 pages of material. 

The material is organized into the following categories. 

The Korean War document collection—featuring CIA memorandums 

and daily intelligence reports, National Intelligence Estimates and 

dpecial memos, summaries of foreign media, and other reporting 

related to the Korean conflict. 

The multimedia collection—photos, audio, and video material 

from the Harry S. Truman and Dwight D. Eisenhower Presidential 

Libraries, as well as from other sources, providing background 

context to the document collection. 

This DVD will work on most computers and the documents are in 

.PDF format. 

DISCLAIMER:  All statements of fact, opinion, or analysis expressed 

in this booklet are those of the authors. They do not necessarily 

reflect official positions or views of the Central Intelligence Agency 

or any other US government entity, past or present. Nothing in the 

contents should be construed as asserting or implying US government 

endorsement of an article’s statements or interpretations. 
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	BBABAB AAAB PTPTPTPTPTTTISISISMMMM BYBYYBYBB FFFFFFFIRIRIRRRRR EEE The Historical Collections Division (HCD) of CIA’s Information Management Services is responsible for executing the Agency’s Historical Review Program. This program seeks to identify, collect, and review for possible release to the public documents of significant historical importance. The mission of HCD is to: • Promote foundation of major US policy decisions. • Broaden access to lessons learned, presenting historical material to emphasize 
	an accurate, objective understanding of the information and intelligence that has helped shape the 
	The History Staff in the CIA Center for the Study of Intelligence fosters understanding of the Agency's history and its relationship to today's intelligence challenges by communicating instructive historical insights to the CIA workforce, other US Government agencies, and the public. CIA historians research topics on all aspects of Agency activities and disseminate their knowledge through publications, courses, briefings, and Web-based products. They also work with other Intelligence Community historians on
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	Figure
	The Harry S. Truman Library and Museum was established to preserve and make available the papers, books, artifacts and other historical materials of the 33rd President of the United States for purposes of research, education, and exhibition. The Truman Library, the nation’s second Presidential Library, was dedicated on July 6, 1957. Its archives have 15,000,000 pages of manuscript materials, of which about half are President Truman’s papers. The Library contains an extensive audiovisual collection of still 
	Through its public programs, the Library reaches a diverse audience of people and organizations by sponsoring conferences and research seminars, by conducting special tours of the Library's museum for school classes and educational groups, and through a wide range of other activities. The Library’s education department sponsors teacher workshops, and prepares activities and lesson plans for elementary and secondary students. The White House Decision Center gives students a first-hand look at President Truma
	The Truman Library is supported, in part, by the Harry S. Truman Library Institute, its not-for-profit partner. The Institute promotes, through educational and community programs, a greater appreciation and understanding of American politics and government, history and culture, and public service, as exemplified by Harry Truman. 
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	The Eisenhower Presidential Library and Museum is an international institution where visitors can learn about the only five-star general to become President of the United States. The 22-acre site features five buildings, which are open daily from 9:00 a.m.-4:45 p.m., except Thanksgiving, Christmas and New Years Day. By exploring all there is to see on our campus, visitors will have the opportunity to understand the life of the man, the hero, and the leader of the Free World – Dwight D. Eisenhower. 
	Our mission is the preservation of the historical papers, audiovisual materials, and artifacts relating to Eisenhower and his times. We strive to make this history accessible to the general public, students and teachers, scholars, and interested visitors through public programs, exhibits, educational materials, and online resources. 
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	6666666666 The Korean War erupted less than three years after President Harry S. Truman signed the National Security Act of 1947, establishing the Central Intelligence Agency. Before North Korean forces invaded the South on 25 June 1950, the CIA had only a few ofﬁcers in Korea, and none reported to the Agency’s analytic arm, the Ofﬁce of Research and Estimates (ORE). Analytical production relating to Korea reﬂected the generally low priority given the region by the Truman Administration’s State Department a
	7777 CICICICICICIAAAAAA ANANANAANANANALALALALLLLLYSYSYYSYSYSYSY ISISISISISISSS OOOOOOOOFFFFFF THTHTHTHTHH EEE KOKOKOKKKK RERERERREREE AANANANA NAN WWWWW ARARARA Critics of ORE analysis before and after 1950 have noted the lack of any predictive estimates or other “actionable” indications and warning intelligence that would have allowed US policymakers to act on Korean events before they reached the crisis stage. Yet CIA analysts did report frequently on Korea in the prewar years, although from a perspective
	on 28 February 1949, the CIA produced only four other estimates related to Korean events before the June 1950 invasion. While Korea did receive mention in other estimates, such as ORE 45-49 of 16 June 1949, entitled “Probable Developments in China,” which said Communist Chinese successes would likely result in increased military 
	B PTISSM BY FIR 
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	Starting in 1949, CIA reporting on the potential for war in Korea became more explicit, especially as proposals for withdrawing American forces came closer to reality. The 28 February Review of the World Situation stated, “. . . it is doubtful if the Republic could survive a withdrawal of US troops in the immediate future.” In the absence of a US military presence, “it is highly probable that northern Korean alone, or northern Koreans assisted by other Communists, would invade southern Korea and subsequentl
	Withdrawal of US forces from Korea in the spring of 1949 would probably in time be followed by an invasion, timed to coincide with Communist-led South Korean revolts, by the North Korean People’s Army possibly assisted by small battle-trained units from Communist Manchuria…. In contrast, continued presence in Korea of a moderate US force would not only discourage the threatened invasion but would assist in sustaining the will and ability of the Koreans themselves to resist any future invasion once they had 
	While the Departments of State, Navy, and Air Force concurred with this assessment, the Intelligence Division of the Department of the Army, reﬂecting the long held goal of the service favoring the withdrawal of its forces from Korea, dissented from the majority view. The Army stated that it considered an invasion a possibility rather than a probability with any remaining US military presence being “only a relatively minor psychological contribution to the stability of the Republic of Korea.” When the ORE a
	In the spring and summer of 1950, ORE reports reaching American military headquarters in Japan and top policymaking circles in Washington indicated the possibility of trouble ahead in Korea, although these assessments were based on vague military and State Department information. On 13 January 1950, CIA noted a “continuing southward movement of the expanding Korean People’s Army toward the thirty-eighth parallel,” and their acquisition of heavy equipment and armor, but like others, ORE did not see an invasi
	ORE also produced occasional estimates that were coordinated with the Intelligence Advisory Committee (IAC) in the three years before the Korean War. Yet between the appearance of ORE 5/1, entitled “The Situation in Korea,” on 3 January 1947, and ORE 3-49, entitled “Consequences of US Troop Withdrawal from Korea in Spring 1949,” 
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	international diplomatic and political events. The ﬁ on 26 June 1950. Soon after, a special staff within ORE was created to monitor and report on Korean events. Seeing the invasion as a Soviet orchestrated move heralding possible aggressions elsewhere, President Truman authorized US naval and air operations against North Korea within forty-eight hours of the invasion, as US personnel evacuated Seoul and Inchon for the safety of Japan. Truman then activated military reserve components in the United States in
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	and economic aid to the North Korea regime, the focus of the estimate still remained on Chinese activities and Soviet inﬂuence in the region. 
	It was not until the spring of 1950 that ORE produced another estimate speciﬁcally on Korea, appearing one week prior to the invasion. ORE 18-50, entitled “Current Capabilities of the Northern Korean Regime,” and dated 19 June, contained information available to the Agency as of 15 May. The estimate declared North Korea a “ﬁrmly controlled Soviet satellite that exercises no independent initiative,” possessing a military superiority over the south, and being fully capable of pursuing “its main external aim o
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	and called on the UN to proclaim the North Korean attack a breach of world peace and assist the beleaguered Republic of Korea (ROK). Two days later the president committed US ground forces to the Korean peninsula under General MacArthur, who assumed command of all UN forces on 7 July. Within 24 hours of the presidential order, the ﬁrst US troops arrived in Korea, joined during the next month by the ﬁrst multinational contingents from an eventual 21 countries. 
	-

	The force of the North Korea onslaught and the relative lack of preparedness of the 95,000 members of the ROK armed forces prompted a quick retreat south. Seoul fell on 30 June, followed by Inchon on 3 July, Suwon on 4 July, and Taejon on 20 July. On 30 July, Communist forces had pushed the remnants of the ROK army and the remaining US forces to the toe of the peninsula around the port city of Pusan, where they prepared for a last stand. Reinforcements were heading for Korea from around the globe, but the p
	Change of Command at CIA — DCI Walter B. SmithChange of Command at CIA—DCI Walter B. Smith 
	When the NSC met in the days following the Korean invasion to decide on a response, neither DCI Hillenkoetter nor any other high CIA ofﬁcial was in attendance. The Korean invasion was widely regarded as an intelligence failure, and because of its role as the nation’s intelligence service, the CIA bore the blame. Although Hillenkoetter claimed that the Agency had warned the president, the NSC, the secretaries of state and defense and others, as late as 20 June “that preparations for invasion were in high tem
	Although he received overwhelming Senate conﬁrmation on 28 August, Smith was recovering from surgery to treat chronic ulcers and did not take ofﬁce as DCI until 7 October. During the transition period, the analytical ofﬁces of the CIA continued to operate as before, providing a daily summary of events in Korea, to include both a military situation report as well as a brief summary of world events. Even before his arrival, Smith took the opportunity to read the various internal reports on CIA’s alleged weakn
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	111111111111 CICICICICICICIAAAAAA ANANANANAA N ALALALALALALLL YSYSYYYSYSYS ISIII OF THTTHTHTHTT EE KOKOKOKKK RERERRREE ANN WW AR At his ﬁrst meeting with the NSC on 12 October, he announced intentions to implement reforms including realigning intelligence production, reforming the IAC, integrating collection responsibilities, regrouping support staffs, and strengthening coordination mechanisms. Smith immediately restored the IAC to its intended place as the principal forum for discussing interagency problem
	The Chinese Intervention and CIA Reporting of battle details’. Also included in OSO’s listing of reports are seven ‘indications based on Chinese Communist commercial ar” and that “some form or armed assistance to the North Koreans Intervention in Korea” reported that while no direct evidence existed to indicate that China would enter the conﬂict, “limited covert Chinese The Chinese Intervention and CIA Reporting off bbbb attlle detata illlls’s see ven ‘indicc ata ioo n ffoffffofofoffof off rmrmmmmrmmmmmm oo
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	The belief within the Truman Administration that the USSR orchestrated both the Korean War and communist movements worldwide prompted early concern at the CIA that the North Korean invasion would soon lead Moscow to order Beijing to intervene. While China received direct ORE attention during the years of the civil war in all political, military, and economic respects, the initial reports concerning possible Chinese intervention in the ﬁrst month of the Korean war remained ambiguous. Yet between July and Nov
	Among OSO’s [Ofﬁce of Special Operations] intelligence reports were some 554 reports disseminated during the critical period July – November 1950. According to the OSO’s summary in April 1951 ‘a considerable number of reports derived from Chinese sources . . . trace the movement of Chinese Communist
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	had indicated to the president a week earlier, the fact remained that Chinese forces had entered Korea. NIE 2, published only one week later on 8 November, upped the estimated number of Chinese troops in Korea to some 40,000, who were now engaging UN troops at various points from 30 to 100 miles south of the Yalu River. The “present Chinese Communist troop strength in Manchuria,” the report stated, “is estimated at 700,000” of which “as many as 350,000 troops” could be made available “within 30 to 60 days f
	During the ﬁrst weeks of November 1950, the Chinese inﬁltrated an additional 300,000 troops into North Korea to support the remaining 65,000 soldiers of the North Korea army. Although CIA and US Army intelligence ofﬁcers in Korea and at Far East Command headquarters in Tokyo uncovered increased evidence that Chinese troops had already entered and engaged in Korea, and that Chinese rhetoric concerning intervention may not be just propaganda, MacArthur renewed his offensive towards the Yalu on 24 November, pr
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	In the wake of the now-much wider Korean War, the CIA continued to reorganize. Although Smith’s reforms and reorganizations affected all parts of the Agency, perhaps nowhere did they have as much impact as in the Agency’s analytical ofﬁces. Smith identiﬁed three major areas for improvement in the execution of CIA’s mission: the need to insure consistent, systematic production of estimates; the need to strengthen 
	function. At his ﬁrst meeting with the IAC on 20 October, Smith noted that the CIA had the primary responsibility for insuring that surprise or intelligence failure did not jeopardize national security—as happened at Pearl Harbor or with the outbreak of the Korean War. In addition, the CIA had to consolidate and coordinate the best intelligence opinion in the country based on all available information. Smith stated that the national intelligence estimates produced by the CIA should command respect throughou
	requirements always received the Agency’s attention and policymakers never lacked up-to-date assessments. Between 1950 and 1952, ONE’s 
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	major effort was dominated by production of estimates related to the Korean War, particularly those involving analyses of Soviet intentions. 
	The formation of ONE signaled the ﬁnal demise of ORE. A new ofﬁce created on 13 November 1950, named the Ofﬁce of Research and Reports (ORR), picked up older ORE functions while redeﬁning the CIA’s intelligence production mission. As originally conﬁgured, ORR consisted of the Basic, Geographic, and Strategic Divisions brought over from ORE, and new Economic Services, Materials, Industrial, and Economic Analysis Divisions. Basic Intelligence had no research function and served as a coordinating and editing s
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	Under Smith, ONE took on a current intelligence reporting function on 15 November 1950 by forming a Current Intelligence Staff responsible for all-source coverage in a Daily Summary, with a 24-hour watch service, provisions for handling “hot information,” and the creation and maintenance of a situation room. On 12 January 1951, the Current Intelligence Staff combined with the much smaller Ofﬁce of Special Services to form the Ofﬁce of Current Intelligence. The new OCI continued to produce the Daily Summary 
	The wholesale reorganization of CIA analytical activities, both within the Agency itself and within the wider intelligence and defense community, prompted DCI Smith to create the Deputy Directorate of Intelligence (DI). The DI would serve as the overall organization for analytical activities within the CIA. Veteran analyst Loftus Becker became the ﬁrst Deputy Director for Intelligence on 2 January 1952. The new directorate contained six ofﬁces — all overt — the Ofﬁce of Collection and Dissemination, the Ofﬁ
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	Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Electronic Reading Room 
	The CIA has established this site, available through the “Library” menu on the public with an overview of access to CIA information, including electronic access to previously released documents. Because of CIA’s need to comply with the national security laws of the United States, some documents or parts of documents cannot be released to the public. In particular, the CIA, like other U.S. intelligence agencies, has the responsibility to protect intelligence sources and methods from disclosure. However, a su
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	Additional document collections released by the Historical Collections Division can be found on the FOIA Electronic Reading Room and include: 
	Strategic Warning and the Role of Intelligence: Lessons Learned From the 1968 Soviet Invasion of Czechoslovakia 
	Strategic Warning and the Role of Intelligence: Lessons Learned From the 1968 Soviet Invasion of Czechoslovakia 
	This collection consists of DI intelligence memorandums, various estimates and memos written by the Office of National Estimates (ONE), articles from the Central Intelligence Bulletin (a current intelligence daily publication), Weekly Summaries, Intelligence Information Cables, and Situation Reports, which were published up to three times a day during the crisis when tensions flared. 

	The Warsaw Pact: Treaty of Friendship, Cooperation, and Mutual Assistance 
	The Warsaw Pact: Treaty of Friendship, Cooperation, and Mutual Assistance 
	A collection of sensitive Soviet and Warsaw Pact military journals from 1961 to 1984 that provide a view into Warsaw Pact military strategy. New information was added to this site in January 2010. 

	Air America: Upholding the Airmen’s Bond 
	Air America: Upholding the Airmen’s Bond 
	A fascinating assembly of documents revealing the role that Air America, the Agency’s proprietary airline, played in the search and rescue of pilots and personnel during the Vietnam War. The collection has personal accounts by the rescued pilots and thank you letters as well as commendations from various officials. 

	Preparing for Martial Law: Through the Eyes of Col. Ryszard Kuklinski 
	Preparing for Martial Law: Through the Eyes of Col. Ryszard Kuklinski 
	A captivating collection of over 75 documents concerning the planning and implementation of martial law in Poland from mid-1980 to late 1981. Colonel Ryszard Kuklinski, a member of the Polish Army General Staff and the source of the documents, provided information and personal commentary that gave intelligence analysts and US policy makers invaluable insight into the crisis. 

	Creating Global Intelligence 
	Creating Global Intelligence 
	Discover the back story of the US intelligence community by exploring this collection of more than 800 documents from the late 1940s to the early 1950s that pertain to the establishment of the Central Intelligence Agency. The collection provides perspective on the complex issues that senior US government officials grappled with as they considered how to establish an enduring national intelligence capability. 
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	The Original Wizards of Langley: Overview of the Office of Scientific Intelligence 
	The Original Wizards of Langley: Overview of the Office of Scientific Intelligence 
	This overview and collection of documents and other material related to the Office of Scientific Intelligence (OSI) offer a glimpse of CIA’s contribution to the analysis of Soviet capabilities in science and technology during the Cold War. 

	A Life in Intelligence - The Richard Helms Collection 
	A Life in Intelligence - The Richard Helms Collection 
	This collection of material by and about Richard Helms as Director of Central Intelligence (DCI) and Ambassador to Iran comprises the largest single release of Helms-related information to date. The documents, historical works and essays offer an unprecedented, wide-ranging look at the man and his career as the United States’ top intelligence official and one of its most important diplomats during a crucial decade of the Cold War. From mid-1966, when he became DCI, to late 1976, when he left Iran, Helms dea

	A-12 OXCART Reconnaissance Aircraft Documentation (With the Center for the Study of Intelligence) 
	A-12 OXCART Reconnaissance Aircraft Documentation (With the Center for the Study of Intelligence) 
	This release, containing approximately 1,500 pages of material, consisting of about 350 documents, maps, diagrams, and photographs will provide researchers on aviation and intelligence with significant 
	CIA information review and release officers reviewed, redacted, and released hundreds of documents related to the Korean war for this event. The accompanying DVD contains over 1,300 documents and more than 5,000 pages of material. 
	The material is organized into the following categories. 
	The Korean War document collection—featuring CIA memorandums and daily intelligence reports, National Intelligence Estimates and dpecial memos, summaries of foreign media, and other reporting related to the Korean conflict. 
	The multimedia collection—photos, audio, and video material from the Harry S. Truman and Dwight D. Eisenhower Presidential Libraries, as well as from other sources, providing background context to the document collection. This DVD will work on most computers and the documents are in .PDF format. 
	DISCLAIMER: All statements of fact, opinion, or analysis expressed in this booklet are those of the authors. They do not necessarily reflect official positions or views of the Central Intelligence Agency or any other US government entity, past or present. Nothing in the contents should be construed as asserting or implying US government endorsement of an article’s statements or interpretations. 
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